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"Call r.ot the gift unholy: 'tis a fair. a predous t.l lirg,
That God ha ~h granted t.o our hn r. t.h for geu t: c~t mini:-t'ri r: g.
Did Mercy eT~r stoop to ble1!8 7 wi th dark , u r.carchly s pell '~
'Yould impJ6us pnwer whisper peace, t ht Fours dt •ep throes to quell?
Would c~il <cek to work but good-to lull the hurr.ing brain,
And llng.·r in tcmc rcene of woe, bc~ide Eomc bt·d of pain?
1'o throw u~on the o'•r-fraugh~ heart the blessing of repo•c,Untiring wat-ch the eye of care in healing slumber close,And as the ognny of grleffell 'c""th the spirit's will,
O'er the wild billows nf deepalr breathe tentlerly-Ee still?
Speak gt•nUy ot tLe new-born gift , restrain the ECofl'and •r.cer,
And think how mueb tlo may not. leom I• yet arj)untl us here;
What paths there ....., where FaitA must lead that kuowledge cannot ab:lrs
~bO\'Jgb still we trud the dnloua way 1 aud feel that T ruth is there."
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PREFACE.

h presenting the following work to tho public, it
will not be deemed necessary to make any apology for
the informal manner in which it is thrown tog6ther, as
the author's main intention is to present well atte:;ted
facts which have transpired rri'ostly under the care of
Professor W. H . RoDGERs, who h as, for several years
p:tst, been very extensively engagedin lecturi ng upon
this science, a nd practicing, in various places, for the
cure of diseases by this most powerful curati ve agent.
Being about to leave this part of the country for the
shores of the P acific, Professor R. has been induced to
dispose of his manuscript, which he has long contemplated publishing, on the condition only, that all the

profits arising out of the sale of this work, together
with his lectures, soon to be given to the pub!ic, should
w:cnre to his mother. As soon as the necessary arrangements can be made, th~ lectures, forming a book
of great value in themselves, will be published in a
form convenient for binding with this, so that the
whole will form a work which will convince any or-
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dinary skeptic on the subject of Mesmerism.
Tl
work, however, is not designed so much to convin1
the skeptical, or to prove Mesmerism a science, as ·
attract the attention of those. interested in its efficnc
as a curative agent, and of its dan gers in unsldlf1
hands. Instances of similar, and even greater cure
that have been effected in other lands, or in ren1ol
quarters of our own, might be adduced by h nnared!
but one fact occurring in onr midst, and of which ou
own eyes may'be cognizant, is worth them all. I'\o
~hat these are solitary instances, but prominen t among
many.
It is pleasing to Jmow that all the better informed
members of the Medical Faculty in this con ntry, nre
tuming their attention to the-investigation of the subject although some of them still deride it as a "deception," and brand its Professors as impostors: But
know " there are more things irt heaven and · earth
than is dreamed of in their philosophy," and pity their
ignorance.
We sha:J be happy to !mow that these pages are'the
means of I.Jcneliting any-for to relieve the suffering
is our m :dll object-to win their gratitude our ~nly '
ambition.
'
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K~owt~G

as we do, the general aversion of the read ..

1g public to wading through a long introduction, we
1all use no room in making apologies, but proceed at
lee to present proofs of Prof. RoDGERs' power and
>ill as a Mesmeriser aud a physician, depending atlOst wholly on the power of Human Magnetism for
IC CtlfC oi SOUle 9f the most malignal}t diseases "that
esh is heirto." He has practiced very extensively
1 the principal cities of the United States and British
'rovinccs, and some of .the best minds in places where
.e has been, have become convinced, and promptly
clmowledgeJ before th~ public, their conviction of its
ruth and importance. P~ofessor R. is probably the
irst.person wh~ made a public ~ernonstration of Inde•cndeu• CJairYoyance in tht United States, by causing
•crsbns to read from a P!lP~r with the eyes bandaged,
1cither himself nor auy other person !mowing which
crticlc was to be read, and has passed through that
icry ordeal which is ev~r the fortune of the promul;ators of any new discovery in science or art.
He first commeuced his practice for the cnre of dis:a~rs, and his Mesmeric lectures, in Phila"delj>hia,
.rherc the most skeptical were convinced, and mauy
1fLhe Medical Faculty, and other eminent men, certi-
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fied to their full conviction of their truthfulness. Amon
the numerous testimonials received, is subjoined th
following named gentlemeu's, who have at different,
times attended Professor RooGERs' Lec.tures on AuimL~,
Magnetism and Phrenology, in Philadelphia, aud \Vho
believe he has proven hiinself worthy the confidence
of the public.
.
John L. Uurroughs, A. :rtr.
A. D. Frye.
I
Gen. P. S. ~rnith.
A. V. Frazer, U. S. R. 1\:l.
C. B. Perry, 1\I. D., D. D.
E. K. Barnum, U. S. A.
II. Harris1 Dentist.
W. B. Lightfall.
Hon. Wm. Halstetl.
Oliver A. Shaw, D. D.
C. Comfort, 111. D.
J. Fulton, U. S. A.
Wrn. Sutton, M. D.
Elmes Physic, Esq.
1:. N. ~tewart, U.S. R. M.
A Tyler, A. M.
Wrn. Grcb, 111. D.
H. Brown, Esq.
J. Waster, l\L D.
S. Tyndale.
W. B. Hancock.
G. Wheeler, M. D.
J. L. McWhorter.
E. P. Putnam.

John Fest. Elocutionist.

A. H. Fcihennan, l\1. D.
James C. Clark, Esq.

'l'hc following are some of the nnnierous notices
from the press in places where Prof. R. has lectured.
We give them to satisfy the public of his power atJd
ability to perform the cures. related in this, work. It
will also sho\V that there cau .be a reliance upon the
other cases stated, as he claims uo power above most
men who inform themselves upon this subject.
TuE MYSTERIOUS Vrsro~.-The Lecture room of the l\Iusc·
urn was crowded on Thursday evening last, at an early hour, by
some of tho., most respectable ladies and gentlemen of this city,
to witn~ss the astonishing experiments of Professors Rodgers and
Loomis in Magnetism. Tha audience I'Clectctl a committee
ooDSistiiJ8 of Drs. Gardiner and Clarke, and Messrs. G. Blighl
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trown, Wm. R. Dic1tenson, and Lavi North. After the ex·
.eriment:s, the committee cxpreMed their entire sati.<d'uctiun, nUll
o!f.!re:l the followin:~ r.}solutiQ:J.S, w:tic~ W:lro unnaim:>usly
ldopted by the auuieacc.
· " Res::Jloe:l, That in our opinion tho experiments lm'\"c beca
perfectly successful.
.
_
•• Resolve:l, That 1\Iiss Martha can sec to read and di3~in
guish and describo objects as correctly without the usc of cycl4,
as many can wit!,."-Ledger, Februar!J 24, 18!7.

:M &SllERISll.-.\. fricn:l w:1o was present at tho exhibitio:t
given on Friday e\"cning last, infonns us t.hat tho exp3ritnents,
(reading \vith:>ut ey:n, &c.,) were unusually succeS3ful, and
nston~hcd and ·startlel a very large audienc3 . . ~o also on Satunlay evening. The npphluso at times was particularly cordial.
-Penn. In7airer, March 15, 18!7.
t.ho last two or
of excitcm:mt on tha
subject of l\Ie~m:lrism. · Lectures :m:l exporimJnts have been
given at tb3 Museum Lectnrc room, by ProfJs.~rs Rodgers and
Loomis, who arc m11cl1 appreeiatcd by the public. l)rofcssor
I:o'dg.}rs is an able lecturer. They haw, howc,·cr, met witlt
SCTiuus, decided, aml str~nurous opposition, durin; their stay in
this city, and h:1vc come o:~tof the ordeal triuml'haatly. Committe~s comr,o~e•l of sue\ men as W. 'K l:urton, Jo!m S. DuSulle, Charlo~ AlcxanJer, Dr. Jcw311, and others of equally
cmine:J.t s'anding in society, havo useJ their utmost cntlc:~vorJ
to discover tha humbug, if there was any, but have fully concarr::~] in th3 opinion that it W:lS not tric~(;ry, but scicnee.P,'J.iladelpkia Galaxy, Marclt 20, 1817.
·
1\'IESliERISli-GJtE.\T F.xCITKliE:'<T.-For

threa wc3is our city has b3:!n in a

ferm~nt

The Warren, n. I . Star, (the native place of Prof. Hoilgcrs,)
after complimentiuJ him highl.r, quotes tho following:-
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" The Philadelphia Spirit of the Times thus speak& of Prot:
Rodgers' lectures :

1

" 'Prof. Rodgers is every evening leeturiog before erowded and I
in~llC<,-tualaudiences of ladies and gentlemen, at tlu~ Chinese I
. Museum, on Human 1\Iagnetism. A New York journal proDOnnees tho Ptbfessor to be one of the most original and able
lectUrers on tTlis subject that this country hns yet produced.
and a vast number of people in this city are of the same opinon: Study and experience have dono a vast deal for him.
Uis lectures are well written, and he delivers them with a ne~
vous energy that is both animating nnd delightful.' "
1

i

Professers Catlin and Mandeville, of Hamilto~ College, stato
they have no hesitation in saying that they have heretofore hel<l
the art of Animall\Iagnetism in contempt and derision ; but
that the experinl(~~ts and the lectures made by Prof. Rodge!"$
at the College Chapel and at Prof. Mandeville's house, were of
an astonishing nature, and performed without the least possibility of collusion, so as to completely shako their incredulity.
:MESuE1txc ExPERIMENTs.-Prof. Rodgers, whoso success as
a Mesmerizer has been the subject of eonsiderable comment in
the newspapers, made some experiments at the Astor Jiouse las~
evening, before a. private party. . Some of the results somowbat staggered our skepticism. They wore certainly more
successful ar.d extraordinary than nny wu had before seen.
e
understnnd l\Ir. ltodgers intends to deliver a. series of loctures
on Animal Magnetism in this city, and rocommend all who
doubt, to hear him. lie will shake, if he does not overturn,
tho incredulity of t.he most obstinate unbcliever.-New Yorl:

'V

. True Sun, March, 1845.
i\IESMER18M.-We .have barely room to say that Professor
l~ture was well attended last night. The eommitt.e&

Rodgers'

1

1
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~pointed to test the experiments was composed of 1\'Iayor Harer. Justice Taylor, the· Rev ..Mr. Hall, l>r Rodgers, and Dr.
toolittle.
His Honor was put in communication with the
.air\'"oyant, and she de:~cribed his offic-:l very accurately-also
10 furniture at his house, and the appearance of his church.
he experiments were exceedingly clever. Justice 1\Ierrit anounced himself half a convert to the mysterious science.
We ilopc. PrJfcssor Hodgcrs may be induced to remain, with
~ another week.
He improves upon acquaintancc.-New
rork Native American.

PROFE.530R RODGERS' FAREWELL.-This. gentleman delivers
i.5 lagt lecture for tho season on Friday evening, in the room
f the Society Library. We have watched his strugglc3 with
opular prejudice among us, and the triumphant success which
:ow crowns his arduous labors, is most richly deserved, for it
ras hardly and perseveringly earned. He has rrovcd what the
muld-be wise laughed at; and. to usc a popular phrase, " the
au3h is now on the wrong' side of their mouth." He has done
aorc to establish the claims of ~Icsmcrism among us, than any
•thor man. Tho.;;c who were the loudest in crying" humbug!"
vhcn he commenced, arc now the loudest in his praisc.-N. Y.
Uerald.

"XEVER GIVE

'
Ul' TilE

SmP."-:-On this principle Professor

hJ;prs ha!! succccdd in doin3 in N()w York what no other
nan in tho circle of our acquainta~cc could f1avc effected. He
Ja> convinced many thousand skeptics that :Mesmerism, instead
>f being a vulgar humbug, is a genuine science, as much so as
:hemistry, botany, or astronomy. He delivers his farcwelllec~urc in the room of the Society Library, on Friday evening;
and we doubt not it will be a difficult matter to obtain seats, unless you go early. l'reparc for a rich treat.-New York
Sun.

Digitized by
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PROFEssoR RonoEn".-This distinguished and persel'ering
?lhmcridt id now about concluding the numerous courses of lectures and experiments, which for months past he has been giving in various parts of this city with marked succes.~-convin
cing the most incredulous, not only of the existence of. the more
common phenomena of 1\lagnetii!m, but compelling a belief in
the reality of the higher powers of olairvoyance.-.N. Y. Efenin[J ~lfirror.
TnE NEw LECTURES ON HUMAN MAO:.-fETJsx.-During tho
last week, Professor Rodgers deli\"ered the first of his highly
original and able lectures on this subject, to large and int.ellcotual audiences, in different p~rts of the city, Yorkville, Harlem,
nn.d at the new and beautiful Lyceum on Staten Island. 1Vo
l1nve hitherto had no lecturer on Animal Magnetism, who has
commanded the attention of so large a number of the respectable families of the city, or who seems to have afforded so much
rational satisfaction to inquiring minds. In fact, in his hands,
the subject ncquircs a new and very Ru~crior aspect, and wo
doubt not that his whole course will be h~ard with a degree of
interest nnd respect which has seldom been excited.-.N. Y.
Herald.
~The Lectures of Professor Rod gars oa this interesting
science, attract very fine houses at Irving Hall: The Professor
relieves his lectures lti.th an occasional picc3 of music, by a
competent performcr.-Rochtster Democrat.

Q'" Professor Rodgers gives another of his nmusing nnd instructive Lectures this evening. The lame should go and be
healed, the sick and be cured, the misanthrope to laugh, the lean
to grow fat, the ignorant to be enlightened, the wise to criticise.-.Auburn Dail9 .Advertiser.

T.11E LAST Nxo.IIT.-Professor Rodgers will give the last ofhis
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~ry in~restin.; eoars3 of Laetures on tho subjBet of Anim:1l
la.;netism. this (:\Ionday) evening, at Chedcll's Hall. They
1vc excited the dc~p~st interest, a:td the Hall has been crowd·
1 every nig'!lt to its utmost cap:teit.y. Ilis experim1mts havo
~:Jn completely succes8ful. All who have not done so, should,
y all moans, go and hear him.-Io.

Paov. R:>DGEas' LECTUREs.-Professor R. bas long been an·
ouncetl in the city journals, a.<1 the most nblo professor and ex·
erimenter ever known : excelling even 1\Icomer him!;elf, in
1rowing persons into the profounde;,t sleep, barely by the look
f the eye, and relieving them whilst in t~at slate. We ha•e
eretot'ore b~~n e:rc:JeJingly a':rcp~ic:ll, but his experim:mts on
·;iturday and Monday evenings ha\'O materially changed our
ic"'s, and astonished all who witnes.cu;od them. Ho presents tho
11bject as a branch of Natural Phi.losophy. The following is
u extract from his :Monday evening's lecture, as ncar as we
an recollect:
" Let us first," he says, "compare the pathology of ordinary
leep, with that of the ·sleep produced by the Magnetizer. In
ommon sleep the firs't general effect of the oporating calUK',
rhatev.:r that eau.'lo may be, is a suspension of tho functions of ·
J.e external 8C:18os. The subject of a sound natural sle:!p, can
,either see, he,;r, feel, taste nor sm:!ll. The nervous forces,
rh.1tevcr they may be, which, in the wakin6 stat:!, enabled
hese seve1".1l senses to p3riurm their various ancl extcn~ivc func·
ions, and w3ich form3d the sentient, pen·ipient., communication
acting man, have either retired from tho outposts or duty to
o:ne common sensorium or internal citadel of the system, or
1·ey have altogether ddparterl from .it, :mel \·:mi"hed in the vaguo
.ir. That their absence is merely an interior retirement, and
1>t an exterior departure, seGms evident t'rom the fact that they
ra ofr.en known to bJ active and vi6QroU.S within, c:u'Co:ing in

.nu
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sport or terror through all the se:nie chambers of tho brntn, an d
erowdiog every corridor of ' tbe dome of thought,' with an Jiilarious or grave, with a joyous or dreadful assemhlagc of ide:tS, ·
the commingled reil.exes of the external senses. And that they
h:lve retired within is also evident from another fact, namely,
that they can each and all be recalled, promptly and simultaneously, to their several external stations, by an adequate dema!ld
upon the services of either. Behold the sleeping man, to tho
observer a mere mechanically breathing form, without apPa.rent
consciousness or sentient life !-blipd. dea.f, dumb, self-immoveable and helplcs.•-an impressive likeness of the dead ! ret
present a strong light to those closea and sightless eyes, the '
man suddenly awakes, and not only sees, but hears, smells,
tastes and feels. The forces have come forth to tho external
senses, and the man may tell you that hi his sleep he had seen
glorious sights of flowery vales, whose fragrance had overpowered his senso of smell ; of crystal place~ whose golden gates
revealed vistas of luscious 'Viands that cloyed his taste.; Jl?Ured
forth music that still rang in his delighted car, and glowed with
forms of matchless beauty, whose touch yet thrilled his frame." '

-Ib.

·As a Lecturer upon other subjects, Profe~sor Rod·
gers is w~lllmown. The following will show what has
been his reputation, while lecturing in many of the
principal places in the UnitedStates and British Provinces. The following letter is one of the many which
he has received:.N. YARMOUTH, June 25, 1839.
MR. RonGERS-~iy Dear Sir :-You will excuse, I presume,
the liberty I .take in addressing to you a note expressive of my
high gratification with your Lectures on the 1\Ianuers and Custom/' of tho Natives of Hindostan. I was particularly pleased
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with your pictort'al representations of scenes of real life, and of
tlic deities and religious l'ites of the Hindoos. While it ~t•
• pears to be the object of most tmvelling lecturers to reap a· profitable harvc$t to themselves, by false pretensions, and a usclcSI:I display of what is calculated merely to please the fancy or
delight the eye, it 'Seems to be yours to impress the heart with
the superior value of the Christian religion, contrasted with
Heathen superstition.
As fur as I am able to learn, your Lectures have given entire sa~isfaction to the inhabitants of this village who were privileged to attend them. Allow me to express a sincere desire
that you may meet with encouragement elsewhere, and be Instrumental in :nyakening among all classes, and especially
among the ·children and youth of Sabbath Schools, an interest
in the subject of your J~ecturcs.
Yours truly,
A. H. WELD, Preceptor, Olassical.Academ9.
I concur in the above recommendation.
•
n. BAIRD, (N. Y.,) !lfissionarg to France.

9"' l\Ir. RoDGERS' Lecture on India, delivered on Wednesday evening, in the Nazareth Church, was quite a splendid af.
fair, and was listened to with much interest, by JlOt less than
fifteen hundred pcrSQns, Sunday School Teachers and· Scholars,
together with their parents and friends. :Mr. R.'s manner of
illustrating the subject is quite a happy one, while the exhibition of . his numerous Paintings, Diagrams, &c., illustrative of
the manners, customs, religion, &c. &c., of the Hindoos, gi\·es
a lively interest; especially to the youthful part of his audience,
it affords a lesson of instruction. not easily effaced. ·The Lectures of Mr. R. deserve the attention and patronage of all who
are engaged in training youth, as affording a very interesting
and instructive lesson on India. They have been delivered in
many of the principal Churches in tho United States, .an!J. tho

•
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Briti~~l Provinccs,-in this city in the Rev. 1\Ir. Dames',
Bvardman's, 'Vaterman's, Tyng's, Rood's, Kennard's, Burrow3', and Gillett's, as also m:10y others."-PhiladelpMa
Ledger.
·

Iu Baltimore, Providence, Rochester, Auburn, and
other cities, Prof. R. met with the ~ame conviuciug
proofs of his power to convince the sk~ptical upon this
subject.
We will now give the opinions of some of the Canada witnesses. And first, will give the lettet· of J. W.
Du~BAR MI)OOJE, High Sheriff of Belville, C. W.
Mr.
Moomr,; and lady are well known as writers of talent,
a.nd editors of the " Victoria M.a gazine." 1\1 rs. M. is
sister to the well known authoress of the "Kings and
Queens of England." The following is the letter : •
BEI.VlLLE, December 15, 1817...
?.IY

DEAR SIR

:-Allow me to. introduce to you Profes..<or

Rodgers, who ba.-1 been lecturing in Kingston aad ·this place on
Mesmeri:Jm. You have, no doubt, seen somo of the reports of
his exporiment..-1 with the various opinions thereon, pro and con.
· If you are s~ccptical on the subject I c:m only say that I wcu
the same until within a few days. I bad, tn!Jselj, repeatedly
Mcsmorized parsons to a certain point, but I W3.S still under tho
impression that I was deceived by JPY own imagination. I
think so no longer. I do not, as 9et, avow myself a beiicver ~
in clairvo:~ance, bocause I have not seen it practised in a satisfactory manner; but I do believe, it~tleod I may say I know,
that many of the effects arc not decoptions. I have practised
some of the experiments in my own family fully to satisfy my
minJ of the efftlcts produced. I have fixed the arms of several
of my 09 fJ.mily so that they coulU not move them in ar.y di·
rection. I have excited some of the phrenological organs so u
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to produce the usual effects. A few nights ago I tried this experiment with 1\lrs. l\I., a person not very likely either to deceive or to be deceived. I close:! her eyes so that she could
not open them-5xed her arm in a horizontal position,-:tnd at
last excited tho organs of Mirtlifulmtss, when she burst into
uncontrola.ble fits of laughter, for which she could not account.
The elf:J~t was so violent t4at she ne:nly went into hysterics,
and. I had to relieve her. Onlj last night my eldc;;t boy was
suffering from a violent pain on one side of his face, which was
red, hot, and inflamed. I put him to sleep as they call it.
That ia, I closed his e9es, put his arm in different positions,
so that he could not move it, and finally completely removed
the pain and in6ammation in his cheek. There could be no
deception in this, for, at the Mmmencement, qis left cheek was
burning hot, while the other was comparatively cool. I soon
removed th9 beat by means of making sel"eral passes and holding my hand on the affected parts, and it seemed. to me that tho
temperature of the inflamed check was reduced, while that of
the other was somewhat raised at first. I am thus particular
in telling what I have done m9selj, because I think you will
give me full credit for sincerity, particularly as I do not makQ
a liirq by l\Iesmcrisin~. 1\lr. Ro;lJcrs' lectures ·are, in my
opinion, excellent compositions in their way, and well worthy
.of attention, inilependent of the experiments. And, though
many, at first, may suppose he is making a living out of tho
credulity of the public, I can assure you that after giving the
closest attention to his experiments ever since he has been here,
anJ having receivecl instructions from him as to the mode of
operation, I avow myself not only a firm believer in what 1
have witne3t'ed, but that I am also deeply im1•ressed with the
usefulness, in a medical point of view, of Mesmerism. I have
eeen him give relief of the mo:~t decided kind in tic dolatt~ux,
e.nil a variety of other pain1. In all cases, the patients say that

16
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their pa.ins nrc relieved for the time, at all events. I think 1\lr.
in every way deserves attention and encouragement,
and sho:tld be received in a friendly spirit. There is one thing
I s3onld tell you respecting l\Icsmerism, viz. : Th:l.t the patients
are ofttm fully conscious of all that is said around them, and
some of them can describe all that took place while they were
Me3meriscd. Mr. Hodgers very wisely lays down no princip(es
b these m:1tters, as 5!>mc lecturers do. The consequence of this
habit of laying down principles is, that when experiments fail
in producing the expected effects, the operator is called all irrr
poster, and some of them, I verily believe, purposely decei\"c
tho public to save themselves from this imputation. I take a
deep interest in this science from what I know of it, and I trust
you will use your influence to get l\Ir. Rodgers fair play, at all
events.
I remain, my De\r Sir,
Yours, very sincerely,
J. W. DUNBAR MOODIE.
lto~gers

KINGSTON, C. W., November 19th, 184t.
We, whose names-arc hereunto attached, having been con..
vinced by the experiments we have witnessed, performed by
Professor Rodgers, during his lectures in Kingston, Canada
West, of the truih of the science of :Mesmerism, hereunto subscribe our 1_1ames in testimony of the same, and conscientiousig
recommend him to the unprejudiced, and without hesitation
introduce him to the friendly notice of all whom he may visit
in the Province of Canada.
·
Pr. •J. .J. Batfield.
W. G. Chambers.
N. H Davis.
D. Armstrong.
Wm. Hale. :
J. Whitehead.
John Dick..."'n.
Wm. Kennedy.
Calvin Pier, Jun.
J P. Sutton.
R. A. Norman.
Chas~ l\Icl\lillan.
L. Smith.
W. 1\Icl\lillan.
W. T. Yarwood.
David J. Thylcs.

INTRODtl'CTlOM.

Truman Card.
Joseph B. Hall.
Robert Barker.
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C. W. Palmer.
John Dcevin.
F. W. 8. Oakes.
Frank W. Peal;ody.

Mr. RoDGERS }:as liberty to refer, for morals, t'haracteraud standing, to Rev. Mr. Malcom, Rev. \V. Bnrton,
Doston; Rev. L. Porter, Lowell; Rev. 'I'. 0. Lincoln,
Portland; Rev. L. D. Fleming, ditto; Rev. Mr. Bradford, Yarmouth; Rev. Mr. Pomeroy, Bangor; Rev.
R. Baird, N. Y., Missionary to France; Rev. Mr.
Ilsley, Brooldyn, N. Y.; Rev. I. Curtis, Augusta, M<>.;
Rev. S. Osgood, Rev. F. 'I'. Curtis, Rev. L. Colby, S.
Derwick; Rev. Mr. Wilson, Bangor; His Excellency
J. Pairfield, Gov. of 1\laine; His Excellency Sii- John
Harvey, Brunswick, B. P. ; }Ion. Levi Cutter, Mayor
of Portland, Maine; Ira Allen, N.Y., General Agent
and Assistant Treasurer of the American and Foreign
Dible ~ciety; Samuel S. Tappan, &c., &c.
After thus showing the estimation in which Professor Rodgers and his experiments are held, we shall
proceed to state a few of the cases treated by Prof.
Rodgers and others. Let it be understood that thre
is nothing miraculous or more wonderful claimed for
this science than any other of the great forces of nature, which have lain uulmown to man, until some
master mind, or some accident bas discovered them,
and ponred in upon the world a flood of light often so
. great that the eyt's of an ignorant and \\'ondering people have beeu dazzled, and they have cried with united voices, "Put out the light I" or i• Crucify him-
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crnrify him!" It is the ignorant and superstitions
who are fearful of" Sat:~.nb agen~ies'' in allne\v, an :I,
to them, wonderful discoveries which have benefite~
the wortd. Let the reader look through the following
pages, and he will find well authenticated facts, which,
in a more superstitious age, would hava been thought
miraculous, witch-craft, or the works of the Devil, but
which really are nothirtg more than the plain·workings
of the laws of nature.
In order to give the pnhli~ an idea of Prof. Rodgers'
Lectures, hereafter to be published, Wt~ will give a
brief synopsis of them, which may also serve as an index to the larger work. It will he s~en by the heads
of the subjects, that he follows Mesmerism through all
its various phases, from the earliest period of its history d<>wn to the present time, and even traces its origin far back to the dark ages of Paganism, when a
learned ami designing priesthood l\ept iu a \Ve anJ
ignorance a simple minded people.
LECTURF~

I.

wi~h its modern devclopcmcnts.
2. Its di.>covery in Qthcr motals b:J:;itles iron.
3. Elcctro-)Ia,gnetism and its superb results.
4 How to m:lJn:J~i.>e an iron b:1r, wiLh th:: attractiv:J and rcpuhive furces of th~ earth, by m:Jrely changing its position in
the hand.
5. This result a demonstration of Astro-}lagnetis:n.
6. Tho 1\'Iaznetism of chemistry, lizht and h::at.

1. Now doSn iLion of M:1;;noti>:n, in_ accor l:mc::
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7. Galvanism as a precursory demonstration of Animal Mag·
netism.
·
8. The mucous and serous membranes of the human body,
shown to be respectively .negath·e and positive, by Dr. Donne,
of Paris, and others.
9. The Electro-Magnetic production of plants and insects by
:Mcs~rs. Cross and Weeks.
10. Tho &rth a l\Iagnetic battery of concentric strata, with
11. hint upon Geological Magnetism.
·
11. The ncceilBity of facts, as a foundation for all true thcoriell.
12. An e:tposure of some absurd theories of l\Iagnetism. '
13. The alternate predominance of tho two forces of Mag·
notism in producing all the phenomena of the universe, and in
the creation and dest~ction of all things.

LECTURE II.
ITuman 1\fagneti..sm to be regarded simply as a branch of
Natural Philol'Ophy.
2. When investigated through a comparison of facts, it obviates skepticism on the one hand and superstition on the other.
3. Comparison of tho pathology of ordinary and )lagnetio
sleep.
4. In both instances tho forces pcrformir.g the functions of
the senses, retire from the surface and concentrate upon tho
sensorium, and this identity of cffJct argues the same cause.
5. ~Iagnctic Clairvoyance comparcl with tho morbid, or natural Clairvoyance of Somn:lmbulists.
G Citation of authentic medical cases.
7. How to sec all the colors of tho rainbow with tho eyes
shut.
B. En'1:1nced degrees of Clairvoyance, pre-vision and far
vision, produced by natural 03ollSCS·
1~
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LECTURE ill.
1. Transposition of the senses to the pit of the stonmcb, and
oth!lr un:tSu:ll p~ts, caused by disease as well a.s by manual
1\l;~gnetism.

·
2. Argum!lnts upon the ncces3ity of the agreement of f.1cts
on comparison.
3. The experiments of R!lic~cmback, the eminent chemist of'
Vienna, corroborative of the transposition of the senses in morbid patients, anJ. demonstrative of a l\lagnetic organ~zation of
the human system.
4. Dr. II. H .•Sherwood, of New York, a prior discoverer of
the l\Iagnctic organization.
, 5. Anticipation of certain objection!!.
6. Tao daily tide of scie:J.ti.lc di~covery on th:> subject of
universal Magnetism.

J.ECTUitE IV.

1. The necc5sity that the alleged foots of a theory should
harmonise with e3Ch o'ther, a.s well as with natural phenomcn:~.
· in general.
2. Remarks on the maxim, that "God himself can do nothing that implies a contradiction."
3. The different degrees of ability in diffJrcnt Clairvoyants,
anti in the same Clairvoyants at dilfcrc;t times, ilo evidence of
inconsistency.
4 .. The light of the Sun reaches the newly discovered planet,
three thousand millions or miles distant, yet cannot p:lSS througa
the thinnest sheet of p:tpcr.
5. 1\Ia~nctis:n will p:~.<a t'Jroag1t a bloc~ of m:u-blc, a~ though
it were air, anti control a needle.
6. The beautiful and interesting pl1enomena of Human
Memory, not more inconsistent than those of Cb.irvoya.noo:
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7. The faculty of ~!emory, illustrated by analogy. -

8. Experiments on tho central organs of mind, in a .ClairToyant, by Dr. Buchanan.
9. A systematic analysis of the various effects of Human
Magnetism.
10. The alleged inconsistency of these effects belong, rather
to the theories which have been crudely formed to explain
them.
11. Clairvoyants not infallible.
LECT.URE 11'.

1. Tho Apostles themsel'\"es did not claim infallibility, ex·
eept through the Divine Spirit.
2. Cataleptic patients as well as natural Clairvoyants, havo
possessed powers of pre-vision an"d prediction.
3. The case of the young woman who followed Paul and Si·
las, who brought her masters great gain by usooth-saying," or
truth-Fayin g.
4. Of the alleged spiritual visions of Clairroyants.
5. Of the alleged conversation with the dead, concerning
the destinies of the living.
6. The case of the Witch of End~r.
7.. Some traits of the principal theories of Magnetism .
. 8. The Lecturer's own conclusion, from indisputable facts.
9. :Magnetism regarded as the connecting link _between Matter and· Mind.
·
10. The Magnetic needle and the nc~m.
11. The invi!!ihility of the forces of Nature the chief ~iffi
culty in comprehending their operation.
12. He who made all Nature is invisible, and yet there is a

God.·
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LF.CTURE VI.
1. Tho approval evinced by audiences of tho treatment of I
Human Magnetism as a branch of Natural Philosophy.
2. A rapid retrospect of the fi.\"c previous lectures.
3. On the '"llstiges of Human Magnetism, to be traced in
the history and literature of ancient nations.
4. Tho usual reference to supposed examples in Holy Writ
scrupulously deel:ned.
5. The Tberapcutre or "healers," a sect of the Essenes.
6. An Egyptian pain~ing discovered in a ruined te!~tple at
Thebes, exhibiting the process of Magnetizing a patient, precisely similar to the method in use at the present day.
7 .. Solon, the Athenian legislator, an advocate of Medical
Magnetism.
8. Several ancient authors on the Magnetic sleep of the pa·
tients of Esculapiua. ·
9. The ancient oracles of Dodona, in Epirus and Thesaaly.
Demosthenes on those oracles-their reputation, influence, per· ,
manency, and enormous ·wealth-their character, and the opin·
ions of Christian writers concerning them ; the remarkable
opinion of Dr. Adam Clarke; the alleged obscurity of the ancient oracles, carefully considered, and cases examined.
10. The Jewi:!h oracles of the Urim and ThumJDim.
11. Tho knowledge of Electricity by the ancient priests, and
their use of it, in bringing fire from heaven to consume their
sacrifices. The case of Numa Pompilius, and tho death of Tul·
lua Hostilius.
LECTURE VII.
1. IDppocrates on the ''sacred disease," or dempniacal
possessions, now known as epilepsy ; and various other eminent

writers on the nervou. iD1luence.

,..--
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2. The epidemic pb~nzy of the Ursuline Nuns in Fr:mee,
r;nd of the con,·ulsionaries of St. Medard.
3. The prodigious extent of the witchraft delusion.
4. The revival of l\fedicnl Mugnetimi, by llebl and Mesmer, in Germany, and Dr. Perkins, in Connecticut; the mcee~ of Dr. Perkins, until the discovery that he succeeded entirely by Auioinl Magnetism.
5. Tho prospects of Animal Magnetism, as a· useful correcU\"e of superstition, and curative age~t in disease; its prh·ate
adoption as a remedial infiuence earnestly recommended.
6. Human Magnetism in its religlous relations; the learned
Professor Uush on t-he spiritual world; or the visions of Clairvoyants compared with those of Swedenborg; Professor Bush's
opinion of the great Clairvoyant, Andrew Jackson Davis.
7. On the possible elevation of mankind, by Magnetism,
to a higher degree of intelligence.

•
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DANGERS OF MAGNETISM.
~·

K~owLEDGE is requisite to ensure success in· any undertaking, however simple, "even," as Willis somewhere says, "to grow cabbages." Especially is it
imp<lrt~nt in the application of powerful remedies to
St' delicate and complicated an organization as the
numan frame.
In almost every department of science, life itself has
been sacrificed to ignorance. When electricity was
discovered, and the "Leyden Jar" invented, the first
experiments resulted in the death of the operator, as
he was testing upon his own person the power and action of this new agent. One such catastrophe was
sufficient to warn the whole scientific wprld-and its
recurrence, except as an accident, would have been
criminal. ·
So of Magnetism or Mesmerism, which is, indeed,
but another phase of Electricity. It is dangerous in
exact proportion of i\S power, and as this can be determined only by experiment, every operator should take
advantage to the utmost opportunity, of the experience
of his predecessors. As a remedy, its safety and efficacy depend upon the discrimination and skill of the
operator. Instances of injurious results are co115tantly
. 9
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occurring, occasioned so far as known, by ignorance,
or a partial treatment.
We cite one or two cases to impress what we have
said upon the mind of the reader.
A lady in Lowell, Mass., was Magnetised by a
novice in the art, and, as is often the case, suffered
from spasms. The operator became alarmed, and,
_without relieving, awoke her. As a consequence, she
has ever since been subject to spasmodic attacks.
Another lady, desirous of trying Magnetic treatment
in chronic disease, applied to a friend, (a lady,) and
was Magnetized. As in the above case, spasms were
induced, and the operator becoming alarmed, she was
awakened. In great distress, she applied for relief to
a Professor of the science. He again Magnetised her,
but before the disease could be removed or permanent
relief afforded, ~he was forcibly deprived of the Professor's care by her friends, who regarded the whole
subject as an imposition. But while she remained in
the Mesmeric state, she constantly asserted that Prof.
- - - could cure her. A serious and lengthened illness was the result of this partial treatment.
In many apparently healthy subjects, latent disease
has been aroused, to the astonishment and perplexity
of the Mesmerizer, who finds himself in trouble where
he least anticipated it. One youog lady was Mesmerued for the purpose of having a tooth extracted, when
she was found to be suffering from a disease of the
heart. In another, neuralgia became active, &e. &c.
Many more cases might be related but our limits
forbid. From what has been said, it must be evident
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that in the hands of honest men, the only dangers of
.Magnetism "are those resulting from ignorance."
CASE OF l\1188 HELEN.

This young lady, a resident of Rochester, has been
for years suffering from a complication of diseasesliver complaiat, lung affections, &.c., and "had spent
he~ living upon physicians, neither had been healed of
any."
Almost hopeless, and as a last resort, she took advantage of Prof. RoDGERs' "free treatment for disease,"
and, after several attempts, was at length fully Magnetised.. She was found to be unusually clairvoyant,
moving about with the same ease and rapidity as in
the waking state, and readily recognizing those around
herr In short, so free and unembarrassed were her
movements and conversation, that hei closed eyes were
the only external evidence that she was in the Magnetic state.
She accurately described the situation and condition
of the diseases to which she was subject; foretold their
rapid advance under Magnetic treatment; stated the
day on which a crisis would ensue; directed the mode
of treatment necessary, and unhesitatingly declared
that a perfect cure would be the final result.
It should be remembered, that when awake-, she recollected nothing of what had passed while in the
Magnetic sleep. Hence, when the day arrived which
abe had indicated as that on which the crisis would
take place, she, as usual, attended the meeting of the
tla11 for in1truc&ioo, at Prof•.Rod&erl' room. While
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there, she became sensible of increasing illness, and,
whim Prof. R.'s attention was called to her, was
unable to walk without assistance. She was immediately Magnetised, and for several hours required the
most unremittmg attention and effort, that she might
survive the struggle. Although she pronounced this
as the turning point, she foresaw many painful hours
before her final recovery, and invariably designated,
in advance, tbe precise time that she would be siCk.
After having been Magnetised daily for nearly three .
weeks, she was induced to remain in this state for several days, from a conviction that her health would
thus be more readily restored. Consequently, eleven
days elapsed before she was awakened, during which
time she would go from her residence to Prof. Rodgers'
room, a distanc~of half a .mile, through· the most public thoroughfares of the c1ty, and return, unaccompanied ; would go shopping, select articles of dress with
the discrimination of waking moments, ch~nge money,
and pay bitls, without hesitation or mistake. At
home, she performed her various duties readily-and
and faithfully, and even made a successful attempt at
cooking, which she had never before done. When
others about her were suffering from pain, she would
strive to relieve them, especially if they were in the
Magnetic state.
At the evening lectures, she took charge of the experiments, often Magnetising many of the subjflcts herself. Her performances have been most astonishing,
and those who have witnessed them can no longer doubt
the reality and power of thia myaterioua inftuenee.
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During her sleep, Prof. R. changed his quarters from
the Irving to Minerva Hall, and, on the evening he
intended to awake h~r, gave her a benefit. She, as
usual, conducted the experiments, and, at the close of
the evening, seated herself with the other subjer.ts,
when the command was given to" awake."
It was an affecting scene. Her look of bewildered
astonishment as she gazed arotmd upon the audience
and the hall, wonld have convinced the most qetermined skeptic that tltis, was no hoax. The proceeds
of the evening lay in her lap; · her hands were tilled
with bouquets from friends in the audier1ce; almost every turn of the eye served but to bewilder more ahd
more, till, overwhelmed by contending emotions, she
burst itlto tears.
On being questioned by Prof. R. as. to her recollection of the past, she said the whole period was a perfect blank. She was immediately surrounded by her
friends, but did not recognise those with whom she
had been familiar only during her sleep. After being
awake some fifteen minutes1 she was, by prt:vions arrangement, restored to the Magnetic state, when she
again remembered all that had passed, duriug her
sleep not only, but in her waking moments, also.
One very singular feature of this condition is, that
she is perfectly aware of it; knows that her eyes are
closed, and laughs about sleeping so many days; is
quite as intelligen~ as when awake-on some subjects,
more so.
She is familiar to her friends and affable to all, but
iustantly recognizes and shuns those who are un!riend-
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ly or uncongenial; says they appear black, and their
continued presence produces dimness of vision--occasionally, total obscurity. Unkind remarks, or any
occurrences that would grieve, are far more keenly felt
in this state; and in her case have occasioned spasms:
blindness, and general debility for several days-of
course retarding her recovery. But, notwithstanding
a:ll adverse influences, nearly two weeks after the evening above mentioned she was again awakened, after
having been three weelts in the Magnetic state, and
nearly six under Magnetic trE'atment.
Greeted by the congratulations of friends, as though
coming from "a far <'ountry" and crowned with flowers, like some triumphant competitor for a prize, she
awakened to restored health and a new life.
OIJlivious to the suffering which has excited so much
sympathy in her behalf, for the first time in many
years, she feels. "the blood course with a delicious
coolness through her veins," and is unconscious of a
pain.
Had "this thing been done in a corner," our story
might well have been doubted; but a "cloud of witnesses" attest our truth. And this one fact is sufficient,
were there not another, to convince any honest mind,
not only of the reality of the Magnetic influence, but
of its usefulness as a remedial agent. That it may be
perverted to bad purposes, is no argument against it~
usefulness. On the contrary, to say nothing of the
great variety of benefits to be derived from clairvoyance, the advantages of Magnetism in the treatment of
disease are paramount to those of any known system of
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pathology; for here the patient becomes dictator, and
the disease is brought immediately and entirely under
the control of the operator.
It is not to be understoo~ that it is independent of
medicine, but that it prepares the way, and directs the
application.
·
Although its general adoption may be retarded by
the prejudi~e of "the faculty," we believe it is destined ultimately to take the palm from all systems of
medical science; for "truth is mighty·and will prevail."
CASE OF MRS. CHARLES.

The case of this lady has attracted considerable attention, and excited not a little interest, on account of
her station in society, as well as from the pecular circumstances attending it; and much opprobrium has
been cast upon Prof. Rodgers by some who have misunderstood his agency in the case, and by others who
were glad of the slightest opportunity to "put down"
Mesmerism apd its professors.
In justice to . all parties concerned, a simple statement of the facts is here laid before the public:
Mrs. C. was desirous of being Mesmerized for chronic disease, to which she was subject; and accordingly
attended Prof. Rodgers' morning levee.s at Irving Hall,
and was partially affected several times.
She then requested the Professor to Magnetize her
fully, but he learning that her husband and friends
were opposed, refused to do so, and although repeatedly
and urgently solicited, persisted in his refusal. At

•
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length, after being. thoroughly galvanized, she induced
a lady of her acquaintance to perform the operation.
8pasms ensued, and the lady being ignorant of the
nature and power of this new agent, was alarmed at
the effect she had produced, and awoke her. As her
disease had been aroused to greater activity by this
experiment, she was consequently in greater distress
than before. .In this predicament she again applied to
Prof. Rodgers; and after the most urgent and continued solicitation on her .part he consented toJ Magnetize
her. Spasms followed as before, occasioned not by
Mesmerism, but by disease. After attention and care
for several hours, but before a disease of years' stauding could possihly be removed, she was forcibly deprived of Mesmeric treatment by her friends, who considered the whole subject an imposition. A "regular"
physician was substituted, who also ·disbelieved in the
influence, and who attempted to open her eyes, (she
being still in the Mesmeric state~) by dropping water
upon the lids, and by dashing water into her face, but
his experiments serving only to produce spasms, he
gave her opium, and left.
On the succeeding morning Prof. Rodgers was sent
for, and as he was allowed to do ' nothing more, after
temporarily relieving, he awoke her.
Since, she has suffered a serious but not dangerous
'
illness.
It is for the public to decide where censure belongs,
if it is to be attached at all, but it is hoped they will
judge as fairly in this as in similar cases constantly
oecarring under other sys~ of medical practice, aud
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it is presumed that acceding to the. urgent and repeated request of a lady, will not be ranked u a crime in
this community.
·
The following letter will throw some additional light
upon one of the cases which have caused so much excitement in Rochester. It is from a highly respectable
and intt>lligent young lady to her sister:" Mv Dua StsTE& :-1 write you agreeable to promise, and explain the cause of the great excitement
that prevails oil the subject of Magnetism. The case
I mentioned to you in particular, in my former letter,
bas created quite art excitement in our city. I will
explain the circumstances as near as ~ am possessed of
them.
"The wife of one of our citizens attended the lectures of Prof. Rodgers quite a number of times; also
the free sittings for disease, in the morning. Sbe became very anxious to be Mesmerised; so much so, that
she used the galvanic battery, &c., in order to become
sensible to the effect that was produced upon numbers
every day. She at last succeeded in becoming partially affected, and found it had awakened disease that
she had suffered from for a considerable length of ttme:
She had been treated by a number of Physicians in the
city, but had found no relief whatever. She visited at
one of.the hotels here, and there~ lady friend Mesmerised her, and the consequence was, threw her into
spasms, and she was very ill during the day. The
next rooming she called upon Mr. Rodgers, and. wished
him to relieve her. He objected, assigning the reason
that he knew her husband and friends were opposed
2•
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to it, and he wished their consent, and the preliminari£'s settled, before he would ·attempt H. She again
urged him to r£'lieve her, even with tears. He at last
consented, and said he had half an hour's leisure, and
he would Mesmerise her. She seemed very grateful,
and soon fell into that state. She suffered very much,
and had spasms quite often during the day.
"A note was written to her husband about 5 o'clock
in the afternoon, desiring his presence immediately; he
did not arrive, however, until nine in the enning,she, in the meantime, suffering from the thoughts of
the opposition she shoold -enco~nter when he came.
He rushed into the room like a maniac, and approached the bed where she was sitting; commanded her, in
very harsh and ungentlemanly. tones, to hasten home
with him, telling her she had been there once too many
times; insulted Prof. Rodgers, pronouncing his whole
science a humbug, &c.; also asked Mr. R. what he
had done to create such distress, and why he bad not
relieved her before-so ignorant was he as to believe
it could be entirely eradicated in a few hours. Prof.
Rodgers very politely requested him to speak more
gentle to his wife, if possible, as it excited her to a very
great degree; also the number of other patients that
were ill at the time. He would not be advised, but
continued reproving her, as no gentleman would that
really respected the feelings of a wife. She desired him
to leave her there until morning, and then she should
feel very comfortable; said she should, in three weeks
time, ha.ve ~n as sick as she then was, and that she
felt perfect c~n1idence in Professor R., that he could
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cure her.
Her husband still insisted, and said she
should not remain there another moment; threw on
her bonnet and shawl, and succeeded in getting her &
few steps, when she fainted and fell upon the floor.
He could not restore the vital action, nor would he allow
Mr. Rodgers to approach her, until he feared she never
would breathe again, without Sf?me assistance, 1!-nd
then, with his consent, Professor R. kindly came forward and relieved her immediately. The mere men' tioning of returning home, threw her into spasms that
were frightful to behold. She at last consented to return with him, but told him before he reached home
she should breathe her last. That seemed to touch
the finer feelings, (if perchance he possessed them, but
I doubt it,) and after a great dea] of persuasion on her
part, he consented to remain the night with her.
"She became more ·easy toward mortling, and allowed herself to be removed to her home. She had not
been entirdy divested of the Magnetism, and fell into
the sleep after reaching home. They called a Physician of the city to afford her relief, and to bring her
out of this state. After experim.enting in dive" ways,
he at last dropped water from a great height upon the
eye-lid~, in order to open them.
He did not succeed,
of course, and they were obliged to require the assistance of Prof. Rodger!t to awaken her. ,
"What do you think of a Physician, or any one
else, in tliis enlightened age, using such harsh means
as dropping water upon a patient's eyes to eadeavor
to open them 1 How cruelly painful must have been
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the operation, when each drop would have the effect
of a bullet upon the eye! He must have at least been
an unf.Zing man, tOo much so to fill the office he does,
where patients are subject to his tender mercia.
"ThP. lady in point, has since been very unwell.
They have had a council of Physicians attendant upon her, and they pronouttced her very much diseased,
and had been so for a long time. But I forgot to mention, the husband in the first place declared she was
not diseased, otherwise than being su?j~t to headache occasionally; but now they have agreed that she
is, and has been very much diseased. This result is
in Prof. Rodgers' favor, for now they may see that he
dtd not occasion the suffering she experienced, but only
awakened and brought to a crisis that which had laid
dormant so long. They have reported her decease,
and every unfavorable symptom that appeared, to injure Professor R.; but he feels as though he had acted
consistently and prudently, and that is sufficient for
all. He has offered, whenever they feel disposed to
send for him, to render her any assistance in his power,
and now feels confident he can relieve her, if not entirely cure her. But I presume they feel as though
it would be humbling themselves to again require his
aid; however, I trust they will ere long discover the
right from the wrong, and when they have become
more intelligent, they will find there is a. great cleal
yet to learn.
" Prof. Rodgers came here a perfect stranger to all
o( the citizens; he has formed many friends, and many
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true ones-those that sympathize with him, and that
will sustain him ip the right, be the results what they

may.
" Ever your affectionate

R. G. 1".''

REMARKABLE CURE OF INSANITY.
A gentleman in Philadelphia had been afllicted with
a pain in his head, congestiop, &.c., for two years, during which period he has had the niost skillful medical
aid, to no purpose. Hp.ving seen our paper, he came
to be Magnetised, without having much belief that
it could be effected. After the examination through
our somnambulist, we proceeded to Magnetise him,
his symptoms indicating a crisis of his disease very
soon after he was put in the Magnetic state. He at
first sank down apparently deprived of strength; froth
was seen to exude from his mouth, without any
symptoms of pain, however; we gave him str61lgth
and a woke him, and he . immediately commenced ra·
ving as he had previol.lsly done, during the paroxysms
with which his disease had been attended; and for the
space of two honrs, he labored uncler positive madness
of the most exciting nature, and love, anger, jealousy,
regret, grief and revenge, alternately agitated his
mind; and during the paroxysms, the height of frenzied passiOn., bursts of gratitudeo, the ravings of anger
and the intensity of affection, succeeded each other, in
alternately exaggerating their various effects upon him.
Music seemed to calm him; we at length succeeded in
subduing the agitation of his mind; he became tranquil and rational, and conversed in his usual mlWJler.
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We gave him a portion of Magnetised powders
which affected him very favorably, and he has· not
had an attack of insanity since that night. We have
Magnetised him several times since, and he declares
himself very well, and says he has not been as well
since the complaint first made it.B appearance ; nor has
his health been as good in a number of years as at
present. He and his friends express much gratitude,
that he is finally cured of so dreadful a malady as that
of insanity. We do not consider him perfectly well,
though he appears so, and works daily at his trade;
but if he follows out our prescriptions we .have no
doubt he will be effectually cured. It is usually more
difficult to induce persons to use an ounce of prevention in season, than to take a pound of cure when they·
are forced to do so.
He is a very kind husband, and the father of three
little ones, whom he has managed to provide for, not.withstanding his terrible afflictions; for though he
might be perfectly well to all appearance, he was liable at any moment, whether awake or asleep, to be
instantly excited. He invariably brought a number
of friends to see him Magnetised. One minute has
been the usual time spent in putting him into the
Magnetic state.
One evening we felt as though we were amply paid,
if gratitude could pay a debt. His sister, a very interesting young lady, came with him to see the operation. When the infinence had been induced which
caused him, as he said, to feel perfectly happy, and to
strengthen h~s confidence that he was getting well, she
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turned to me, and with all the frankness and simplicity
which became her, took me by the hand and said in a
faltering voice, "Mr. R., my mother, sister, and in fact
all our family, send yon their partienlar res~ts.
We all feel that yon have been the means of saving
our family from impending ruin. A kinder hearted
man than ·my brother never lived; but for some
months past he has been at. times most terribly affticted ; we never could tell wlult would be the result of
the next moment; often have I seen my mother, his
wife, and little children fleeing from him in fear, when
but a moment before he was rational, pleasant and
cheerful."
For aome years, the subject of Animal Magnetism
has created much interest among all classes. In order
to test, for my own satisfaction, the powers of a subject in the Magnetic state, a few days since I took with
me to the rooms of Mr. Rodgers iny little son, born .
with a malformation of the ventricles of the heart, and
submitted him to the examination of the somnambulist, who, to my astonishment, described the nature of
his case as accurately as any auscultator who had
sulqected him to the test of the stethoscope. If these
obsc\lre and difficult cases can, by that means, be correctly pathologised, why not call to the aid of the experienced physician the powerful assistance of Animal
Magnetism 1 for it must be to the true tests of science
that the new art must be brought before its truths can
be understood and appre<{iated.

7
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THE NERVOUS OR MAGNETIC FLUID.
It has long been supposed that the circulating medium was the cause or principle which sustains life; but
upon more minute- investigations we discover that the
·principle which upholds existence is that most subtle
of all agencies, the Magnetic fluid. This theory has
been proved, by cases of suspended animation being
resuscitated, by means of l\Iagnetism, clearlv demonstrating this truth, that the nervous or electric fluid is
first expended. And when that exhaustion is supplied,
the machine is again set in motion. When a subject
is Magnetised, if the Magnetiser touches the function
of locomotion, the extra supply of electricity given out
by the Magnetiser, and received by the function above
referred to, causes the recipient or person Magnetised
to walk. And the nerves of strength can be stimulalated through the same medium to an extent which
will enable the recipient to lift six times the amount
·that his natural strength would allow him. Dr. Collyer, while lecturing in Philadelphia, performed experiments of this kind in the most satisfactory manner;
his recipient, George, a lad of fourteen, lifting a chair
with four of the largest gentlemen in the whole audience. · It is said that Mr. Peale, formerly of the New
York Museum, now· in Pottsville, Magnetised a very
old lady who had been bed-ridden for several years,
and enabled her to walk immediately. We have performed this experiment many times with those we
hav~ Magnetised; some of our recipients appearing
deficient in strength, when they were first placed in .a
somnambulist state, and so weak that they could nor
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hold their head in its natural position, have received
strength, as previously mentioned, to an extent enabling them to walk about the room. Others, who
were debilitated by sickness, have been made so strong
in this way, that they would raise a chair and hold it
· at arm's length. And, although we do not mean to
insinuate, by this, that a man can lift the world on
the satne principle, yet we have the strongest reasons
for believing that thi$ electrical agent not only suspends our earth, in rerial space, but causes every
movement which takes place in the planetary world.
INFLUENCE OF ANIMAL MAGNETISM ON THE
MfND.

It appears to us, when we investigate with a determination to arrive at the truth, that the deductions
drawn are placed beyond the reach of doubt, if we are
permitted to rely on our own senses; and it is only
through this medium that we know that we exist at
all, or that we are surrounded by other existences,
both animate and inanimate. That the seat of !iff', or
Magnetic or nervous fluid, generated in the brain, and
distributed throughout the whole system by the nerves,
its conductors, is also the prime mover of .all our passions, our affections, our sorrows, and enjoyments, is
readily .conced~d by all who have investigated this
important subject. That those affections are sometimes misplaced, and that the passions of auger, envy,
jealousy, pride, ambition, revenge and fear, alternately
intrude, to mar our happiness and disturb our peace
of mind, is also a paiuful truth, aud ouo that calls for
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prompt measures to prevent the misery consequent upon their train. Diseases of the mind have in the main
been regarded as obstinate, and hard to yield to medical treatment, and it has invariably been found essential to the restoration of mental sufferers, to have their
minds agreeably affected by means best adapted to the
natnre of their complaint. Although external circumstances may alleviate, yet · they never can wholly effect a cure. Change of air, and different kinds of scenery, may for a while divert the mind from the fruitful source of its own malady; but a recurrence of its
former impression-s'will continue to· appear at intervals;
and each recurrence of that passion which disturbs our
peace, whatever it may be, only serves to bind still
closer those ligaments which connect the disease with
its original cause. It has, however, been satisfactorily ascertained by experiments, that all the premonitory symptoms of confirmed insanity, originating in
passion, can be cured. by the application: of Animal
Magnetism. Many in fact have been cured without
knowing what had changed their previous impression::;,
or ho1o their aversions or partialities had become so
suddenly altered. It is -understood by those who have
witnessed the phenomena of Magn~tic experiments,
that the person operated upon, or Magnetised, is (if
placed in the fourth degree, or clairvoyant state) under the control, and subject to the will of the Magnetiser. And the Magnetiser being aware of existing prejudice, ange~, jealousy, or misplaced, or ill-requited
affection, can b.y the operation of his will on the recipient, (or person Magnetised,) remove those unplea-
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. aant and painful impressions from the mind, and heal
mental wounds, which, under any other form of treatment, must be considered hopeless:
CLAIRVOYANCE.
The following description of experiments performed
by Prof. Rodgers, in Philadelphia, upon a lady who
' was clairvoyant, is copied from a paper whose editor
was present and witnessed the scene. It shows how
obstinate people can be when they have made up their
minds to be skeptical upon this science.
"The .first evening the lady's eyes were bandaged
so that the committee were satisfied she could not see.
On Thursday night more than usual pains were taken. Adhesive plasters were put over her eyes, and
they did positively adhere so closely to her skin that
they were with difficulty removed. Over these, soft
kid gloves were spread, over these again, a handkerchief was tied, secured above and below by tape
strings.
" It was an unusual and very severe test. Her
eyes were, without doubt, IN TOTAL DARKNEss-in regard to that, there is no possible mistake; but notwithstanwng all our precautions in bandaging, sHE DID SEE.
She read the names of a score of newspapers, and some
of the smaller print on them-she read writing with a
lead pencil-told the time by numerous watches,
though set far from the trne hour, and described the
watches. She also read several bank notes.
"She held the papers, etc., over her forehead, at the
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lower edge of h~r hair. While engaged in her readings
she was very sprightly, and evinced considerable
sm~rtness-but we have not room for farther detail.
"In regard to this matter, we can only say that we
do not comprehend it. If it be trickery, it is splendid
trickery. 'rhe jugglers of the East astound you, but
they prepare all the machinery-here you are allowed
to prepare the subject to your own satisfaction. In
regard to the presumption that arises in the mind, as
soon as we are canvinced that she cannot see with her
eyes, that there is some series of cunningly devised
and secret signs by which communications are made
to the young lady, we have to say, that watches and
papers were given to her that no eyesaw but our own,
and yet she told as usual.
"Our stubborn skepticism prompts us to say, that
though witnessing sueh bewildering tests a thousand
times, we would believe we were a thousand times
deceived, before we would grant that she saw with
her brain, up through her skull.".
The following descriptions of cases under the care
of Prof. Rodgers, and of cures performed by him, are
given iu his own words.
CURE OF BRONCHI_T[S.

In 1842, I magnetised a lady in Reading, Penn., by
the reqnest of her vhysician, who had for a long time
been suffering under an affection of the lungs and from
bronchial attacks-had entirely lost her speech,-been
in aueh a condition for nearly twelve mouths.
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I succeeded in throwing her into the Magnetic sleep;
the first time, in three quarters of an hour; the second
time, in half an hour; the third time, in· about ten
minutes; after that in two or three minutes.
The third time she slept, I excited the organs of
time and tune, and she sang many tunes sweetly, in
an audible voice; tuning off the different hymns before
commencing, and requesting those who were present
to accompany her. They did so, and she seemed to
enjoy it very much, her countenance bearing a calm
and heavenly expression. The following was one
piece in particular, she sang with much· feeling :" Bl- the Lord, 0 my eeul, for the work he hu done,
Such hea•enly peace In my soul he has begun;
I wW ghe him the glory whilst on earth l remain,
And wh~n I pass ov~r Jordan I will praise him again."

I then suddenly awoke her and asked her to sing
again, when she appeared quite astonished, and replied that she could not talk, much more sing. But
when she found that she could talk as well as she ever
could, she was completely overcome, and wept for joy,
greeting her numerous friends who had congregated to
see her. During that night she slept but little, her
joy and fear were so great; she was overjoyed to regain her ~peech, and was so fearful that she might lose
it again, that she spoke often to see whether she still
retained it. She not only retained her speech, but was
otherwise' very much benefited.
Her physician, a few days after, was afH.icted with
an ulcerated tooth on the upper jaw, which was not
only very painful, but disfigured his face, it being
much swollen, and had begun to show itself on the
outer surface of the face. In a joking way he requeat-
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ed me to cure it, so that he ,would be enabled to visit
Philadelphia the next day. I replied that I thought I
could do se, and cornmenced making light manipulations over the part affected. In about one hour, he
deClared himself so far relieved that he should certain- ;
ly leave the next day, although before he did not expect to go in less than a week. He accordingly went
the next morning, declaring himself quite well.
•

1

CURE OF FEVER AND AGUE.
.
Another gentleman m the same place had great confidence in my ability to cure him, (much more than I
had myself.) He had been sick a long time with the
Fever and Ague, and I had never seen a case of that
disease before, having always lived on the sea board
where it is unknown. I assured him I could not cure
him, for I certainly had not the least confidence that I
could. But I commenced Magnetising him just as his
spell was coming on, and in less than ten minutes he
was in the Mesmeric stat~, and perspired quite freely.
As is very often the case, he was clairvoyant, walked
about, was quite talkative, and giving his views on
religious subjects, declared that henceforth he intended
to lead a different life, &c. &c. He awoke, having no
recollection .o f what had passed. He left home the
next day declaring himself quite cured. I saw h m a
few weeks after, when he told me he had not seen a
sick day since he was operated on by me, and he had
gained so much flesh in the meantime, that J: hardly
knew him.
I had still another cue in the Ame place. .A. lady

~
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was troubled with a swelled limb so that she could
not walk. She was desirous of being Magnetised; in
half an hour she was in the Mesmeric state. The
swelling was reduced, and the part most affected was
nearly covered with pimples as large as a pin head
and larger. She was soon entirely cured.
I also had many other similar cases in the same
*tion.
•
When I left, I carried letters to a Judge of distinction in another place. Mention_ was acr.identally made
of the cures I had performed, and I was immediately
requested to try my skill o~ a gentleman present, who
had been unable to walk without crutches for a long
time. I consented, and in about twenty minutes I had
my patient, an old man, in a nne sleep. By making
soothing downward passes over his limbs, I eased his
pains. I then exercised his organs of time, tune and
veneration, and he sang difficult psalm tunes with nie,
much to the amusement of the compaay, as he was
not in the habit of singing, particularly sacred music.
I then, without crutch or cane, caused him to go out
into the street, where he was seen to walk erect, up
and down the walk, overjoyed at the relief he had experienced.
Such was the change, that the citizens became
alarmed, and said it was surely the work of the Devil
himself, and such was the feeling that I could not get
a hearing in the place on the subject I was then engaged in lecturing upon, viz : The Manners and Customs of the Hindoos, and contrasting the Christian
with the Heathen religion. I had not at that time leo-
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tnred on the subject of Magnetism, but I now became
determined to do so, as I was satisfied that I could not
be better employed in the sight of Qod, thau to promulgate a great truth, and one of Heaven's greatest
blessings to a suffering world. But He from \vhom
eman~tes all truths, kuows what have been my trials
since that time. I have never been "stoned," but I
have lectured with twenty police-men in and abeut
my lecture room, and that too in the enlightened city
of New York, where, had it not been for the timely
and gentlemanly interference of Mayor Harper, not
only.myself, but all who a{ivocated Mesmerism, would
most likely have found a lodging in the tombs. But
that gentleman Mx>k the responsibility on himself to
say that the course pursued had been unfair, unjustifiable, and that there was no good reason why the subject should not be investigated. After this, popular
opinion turned in favor of the subject, and nearly one
hundred lectures were delivered in that city to overflowing houses. Such a ft..-eling as this still exists in
the minds of the low, ignorant and superstitious, in
nearly every place I visit, but "trnth is mighty and
will prevail."
LOSS OF MEl\IORY.

A lady in Virginia lost her memory on hearing of
the sudden death of her father, and became a mere
child in intellect ;-did not so much as recollect his
death. He had been der.eased twelve years. She had
learned to read, and was about as forward as ordinary
children at that age, though absent minded most of
the time.
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I Magnetized her, and excited her organ of memory
and she awoke with her faculties fully restored, ·and
overwhelmed with joy.
CURE OF SCARLET FEVER.

A lad in ·Philadelphia, about uirie years of agn, a
son of Maj. Harbach, had been sick a long time with
&)arlet filver, which left him very low, with th-e or
six large tl.lcers, which discharged a quantity of pus
daily. Seven physicians held a council o~er bim and
left him to die~ about a week before I saw him. Their
last words were that they could do nothing for him ;
that it would require a higher power than man to cure
him. He was completely cured in about 60 days, hy
Mesmerism. Thousands of people have been to see
him to satisfy themselves, the account was considered
so incredible. His widowed mother now keeps a neat
little ice cream saloon, in Eighth street, near Chestnut,
where the lad, now a youn.g man grown, may be sePn.
Rev. Mr. lnE, a Baptist Clergyman of Philadelphia,
while at Cape May, acknowledged himself cured of
sick headache by simple manipulations of the hand.
Many others were relieved of various diseases at the
same time and place.
Another Baptist Clergyman, near Easton, Pa., cured
a young lady who had been sick sixteen or seventeen
years. She. was completely deformed, being unable to
stand on her feet, or to feed herself. When I saw bel'
she was as straight and fair as any young lady. She
was clairvoyant; could read perfectly, with her eyes
bandaged; examined aud prescribed for diseases with
8
.
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great accnrar.y; had done so and been successful in
many instances
For a long time she was t-npposed
to be possessed of the devil, but many who thought so
were afterwards relieved by the same means, and
doubtless came to the conclusion that the "old gentleman" was not so bad after all, if he could cure them of
bad and painful diseases. At all events, there were
instances when they were willing to trust themselves
to his tender mercies.
Many of the most intelligent Clergymen, Physicians,
Lawyers and others, in all parts of the country receiv~
ed instructions of me and are now practicing, to the
great joy of many a poor sufferer, who could not l:ie
cured by any other ~eans.
Rev. Mr. WoRN, Philadelphia, together with his
wife, have given relief to large numbers by the use of
this art.
Rev. Mr. PARKER, a Presbyterian Clergyman, was
several times Magnetised in my office, Philadt>lphia,
and declared he could see and distinguish objects with
his eyes closed. He was Magnetised more to satisfy
himself of the power, than any other purpose.
FEVER AND AGUE.
While lecturing and practicing for the benefit of
others, I was suddenly taken sick myself. I was aftlicted with that disagreeable and distressing complaint, Fever and Ague. Nothing seemed to give me
:relief; I tri~d every remedy generally used for the disease, but l!.ll in vain. By accident I obtained an indi-

vidual who could
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sitting I was entirely relieved, not having had an attack of like nature since.
From that time I have set a higher value on Magnetism as a remedial agent, not before having had an
opportunity of testing its powers upon myself. So it
is with this science; mlmy are unbelievers until they
themselves feel its effects, and feeling, they are compelled to acknowledge that by its mysterious influence
disease can be cnred, and that it is a gift from Heaven
designed for the good of man.
CURE OF INSANITY.
The first case I relieved in New York was an insane man. I met him in a barber shop, where I was
induced to try my skill by some gentlemen who happened in at the time, old acquaintances from "the city
of brotherly love."
I soon induced sleep, and about as soon he declared
himself relieved; that he had not felt so much like
himself for a long time. As I passed my hands over
his limbs, just touching the ends of my fingers, much
of the time not coming in contact, he exclaimed, "How
is it possible that you can produce such sensations
without even touching me1 Why," said he, "I
cannot compare my feelings to any thing but a glow
of patriotism coursing through my veins."
He was naturally a very smart man. He was so
far relieved as to be able to attend to his business after two or three operations. "And the unclean smrit
went out of him."
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CURE OF TIC DOLOREUX.
Many astonishing cures \Vere performed in Canada
West, about one year since. Sheriff Moodie, of'
Bellville, in writing to a friend, says: "This person
has been cured, (at leas~ for the time,) by Mesmerism,
of that awful torture, Tic Doloreux." He says, "I be·
lieve Mesmerism to be beneficial in pains of this kind,
and perhaps in others. This gentleman had suffered
for years, being entirely unable to attend to his business. He was relieved in less than twenty ·minutes, ·
by the simple look of the eye, and gentle passes over
the affected parts; and tlui.t, too; after every other means
had failed. 'Facts are stubborn things.' "
· FITS.
I have cured many cases of Fits, in different parts of
the country, but will only mention one, that of a young
man in Oswego. He had not pertinmed a day's labor
for about two years. I Mesmerised him without contact, he being at the distance of fifteen feet from me.
I then brought him forward to the platform, and made
the usual passes over him for about 20 minutes, during
which time he had several spasms, which, however,
soon passed away, and I awoke him. He was cured
of his disease, and the next day commenced business
as clerk in a grocery. When I visited the place twelve
months after, he had lost but one day by the return of
his disease, being instantly relieved by a gentleman
who had received instruction of me ..

1
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CURE OF LAMENESS.

I was requested several times, while lecturing in Anbum, to Magnetise an elderly gentleman, who had
been bitten by a large dog. He was quite lame, requiring the support of a cane to walk. Finding him
in the lecture room one evening, I Magnetised him, excited his organs of time, self-esteem, &c. He shouldered his cane and marched proudly about, and then
danced nimbly to the music. I awoke him, and he
declar~ himself relieved. This was witnessed by a
numerous audience, 'who could not be decetved.
CURE OF A BOIL.

On the first day of January, 1~49, I noticed a gentleman in the public house where I boarded, in Auburn, who had a large boil on his nose. He did not
know me. I said to a friend, "I w1ll now make an
exhibition of the healing powers of Mesmerism on that
gentleman"-directing his attention to the one alluded
to above. I then beckoned to him to come to methere being some fifty or sixty other persons in the
room at the time. He came and seated himself by my
side, and, after making some few remarks about the
painfulness of his face, I commenced making light
manipulations upon it, which gave him immediate
relief. It was but a short time before he began to
look pale; grew sick; his strength left him (by the
way, he was a very large, muscular man, a blacksmith by trade); was quite faint; cold sweat stood on
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him in large drops; he vomited freely. He was soon
relieved; his circulation became equalized; he felt
warm; declared he had not felt so well in a long time.
'Vhen I a woke him, very much to his astonishment
his face, eye and nose, all of which but a few moments
before were ~o much intlamed, were so near cured that
he did not experience farther uneasiness from them.
He was completely skeptical until that time, bnt there
could have been no bett~::r eviden<'e of his entire satis- ·
faction in the case, than the friendly feeling manifested
to me during my stay in that goodly city; and on one
occasion, the warm press of the hand, accompanied
with that which so many are antictpating finding in
such great abundance in California, was proof positive
to me that in his opinion the saying "Be ye warmed
and be ye clothed," was not sufficient-but that works
a,nd faith should not be separated.
Many other cures were performed, in Auburn, several teeth extracted without pain, the subjects being
entirely unconscious, not moving a single muscle,· and
holding two lights, one in each hand, during the oper.ation.
In Rochester, twenty-eight teeth were extracted
w ithout consciousness on the part of the individuals. .
These operations were witnessed by thousands of living witnesses, and yet there are those who are so willfully blind that they will not see. But there is a reason for this; they have old and deep rooted pr.:!jndices;
they are afraid those prejudices will be shaken ; there
is so~ething within_ that tells them they will be con-
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vinced if they go and see, and they are afraid to go.
An intelligent clergyman, who was unreasonably sleep• tical on the subject of Mesmerism, was offered a free
ticket to a course of lectures if he would attend. He
replied, "bless me, I'll not go near him; I'll not be
fooled ; if he wishes to see me he must come where I
am."
l\IODE OF ~IAGNETISING.
A little advice may be useful to those \\•ho practico
or intend to practice Magnetism as a curative.
I have generally found tha~ the operation is greatly
assisted, and the patient better prepared, by giving a
gentle cathartic, or emetic, in case the stomach and
bowels should require it. As a general and convenient medicine, Brandreth's, Clickener's or Wright's
Pills may be used; but an improvement on all these,
esperially for females, arc Dr. Hall's Sugar Coated
Pills; they are warming, cleansing and stimulating.
In operating, always be sure that the feet of the patient are warm; if in bed it will facilitate the operation
much by placing a jug of warm water· to the feet.
When a patient is to be Magnetised, in conducting
the operation, both patient and operator should be comfortably seated, so that neither will experience uneasiness in consequence of position. The seat of the operator should be higher than that of the patient-the
apartment neither too hot nor too cold, and as few witnesses as possible, but one person always present.
Never begin the process if agitated, but wait until perfectly c-alm and self-collected. When all is ready, seat
yourself opposite the pat~ent, incliniug sideways, and
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taking his bands so that the inside of the thumbs of
each press against the other, the hands resting on a
knee of each ; keep them. in that position a few minutes, until an equal warmth is felt, gazing, after the
fir:it minute, stead1ly, but not with an effort, into his
eyes. Still gazing, release his hands, and unite your
own with the palms touching each other; then separate them to the right and left transversely (remem. bering that while communicating the influence, the
hands. when passing from the patient, must always
have the back turned to him, and the reverse when
taking him out of the state); raise them to the head,
· let them rest on it a few moments; slowly carry them
down the side and lower part of the head to the shoulders; allow them to rest a few· moments there also,
and then gradually pass down the arms to the end of
the fingers, which ~hould be resting on the knees; all
this time only the extremity of your fingers should
touch, and that very gentle; at the end of each pass
· slightly shake your fingers, as if to throw something
from them. You had ·better continue the passes, as a
gP-neral rule, until the eyes of the patient close. Then
allow yonr hands to rest two or three minutes on the
head, abd keep your fingers in a crooked position, so
as to indirectly point to but not touch the parts you
traverse; pass slowly over the eyes and chest to the
stomach, where the thumbs had better remain about
, twice as long as they did on the head, the fingers resting on the sides j thenc:e carry tht-m down to the hips,
knees, and feet. . Do this a few times, and then confine your passes to the arms and body, without the
head.
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The sitting may continue from half an hour to two
hours; but forty minutes I have found a good average
time. Of course, it depends, in a great measure, on
'the impressibility of the patient, and the degree of relief given. When it is desirous to terminate it, make
two or three passes from the knees to the feet; then
several transverse passes before the face and chest in
a brisk manner.
Make up your mind, beforehand, not to be alarmed
at any strange and unexpected symptoms that present
themselves during the operation; and whatever does
occur, keep perfectly cool, and betray no agitation of
manner; if you let any signs of alarm escape you,
your patient is almost certain to go off into convu.lsions.
\Yhen you can be guided to the seat of pain, keep
your fingers over the spot, and make the passes in that
direction. Tooth-ache, head-ache, sore ·throat, rheumatism, etc., will vanish under such manipulation,
often with a rapidity that equally astonishes th~ operator and the patient.
In operating, husband your strength as much as
' possible ; use no more exertion than just enough to
give the. requisite motion to the hands and arms. You
will lo~>e enough by imparting the nervous fluid, without unnecessarily increasing the debility. This is a
common fault with. young operators.
If the operator 8Ucceeds in giving relief from pain,
he has produced the only phenomena be ought to expect. Do not allow the skepticism of those about you
to rashly involve you in the mazes of experimenting
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on.your patients. Point the unbeliever to the results;
if he attributes them to ~magination or any thing else,
don't dispute the matter-let him have his own way
without interference. Have. patience-bide your time
-and your turn will COPle, and, when it does, will
richly recompense the delay, and satisfy your curiosity. So great are the marvels, that our minds must
be gradually prepared to receive them, or we .could
not bear the communication with safety.
The most important and fundamental characteristic
of a good operator is, on his part, the possession of
sound thought and firm will; he. must not employ his
processes in a thoughtless or careless manner, or they
will be unsuccessful; but he must really throw his
mind into the duty-must be attentive to what he is
about-must wish to do good-not allowing himself
to wander into distant or discrepant scenes, but concentrating his will .upon the object before him. He
should be free from impertinent curiosity-a capital
moral blemish in ordinary life, but still more so in
Magnetic pursuits-because the good of the patient is
forgotten, the attention of the operator distracted, and
fixed upon any object rather than his t>atient's health.
In such cases, no satisfactory results <.an be ex,peeted.
The following is a process that may be employed
with great advantage in local pains, viz :-Place a
· piece ef linen several times folded, or a fragment of
woollen or cotton .cloth upon the su1fering part; apply
the mouth above it and breathe through it ; it excites
a lively sensation of heat, and .the breath, which ia
charged with the nervous ftuid, introduces it into the
system. Then expel the pain by passes.
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•~rhnambulism deml)nstrates the two-fold existence
of the external and internal man iu a single individual.
l t offers a direct proof of the spirituality of the soul, and
an answer to all objPctions made agai~st its in'unortahty. It makes evid~ot the truth, known to the aneient sages, that man ~ an intelligence, served by organs. Never seek to produce it; but when it comes
naturally, profit by it as much as possible. It is dangerous to try to produce this state by directing passe..
to the head; make them equally over the body. It
nature is disposed to this crisis, the duid will, of itself,
be carried to the brain, and U1e tendency b~ manifested
by the extreme tr_ariquility of the patient. 'l'h~n, after
passing your fingers five or six times, at a short distance before his eyes, ask him whether he sleeps, and
if he answers in the affirmative, you may ask him regarding the treatment. Don't press questions, if he
shows no disposition to speak : let him alone-it is of
no consequence; it is not your object to render l1im a
sleep-waker, but to cure him. If such a state were·
necessary, it would spontaneously develop itself.
" In conclusion, I would remark, that the only .hject
of tlte operator 8hould be to Cure his patient; th~ cannot be too strongly insisted upon. Try no experiments;
· wait patiently, and follow the teachings of nature."[DJeuze.
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This wonderful influence, or agent, had its origin in
Vienna, about the year 1776, when a person of the
name of Anthony Mesmer, published a thesis on the
Influence of the Planets on the Human Body. About
the same time a Jesuit, called Father Hehl, imagined
that by the help of loadstone and certain steel plates
rendered Magnetic, he had cured several diseases; and
being struck with the analogy of Mesmer's views to
his own, they entered into a kind of partner.ship as
joint practitioners, and attracted considerable attention; so that, although thf'y soon quarreled, their system of treatment had acquired some notoriety, and
many powerful advocates. Hehl continued to practice this new and occult science in Germany ; and
Mesmer, in 1778 went to Paris, and in the course of a
short time ~rformed such wonderful cures, and took
care to have them so perfectly attested, that his apartments were daily thronged with patients of all ranl•s,
and fees and reputation poured in from all quarters.
He here, however, unluckily associated himself with a
M. d'Eslon, a medical man, who being more skillful
in the art of pleasing patients than his master, contrived
to gain the ascendancy, and so to disgust Mesmer that!
he was induced to quit Paris for Spa, where he soon,
by practice, and by teaching others the art, raised
about £14,000, with wh.ich he retired to his native
place, (Mersburg in Swabia) and left his enemies to
themselves.
"Animal Magnetism," says Mesmer, "is atluid uni•
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versally diffused; it is the medium of mutual influence
between the heavenly bodies, the e.arth, and animated
bodies; it is continuous so as to leave no void; its
subtlety admits of no comparison; it is capable of receiving, propagating, communicating, all the impressions of motion; it is susceptible of flux and reflux.
The animal body experiences the effects of this agent;
by insinuating itself into the substance of the nerves,
it affects them immediately. There are observed, particularly in the human body, properties analogous to·
those of the magnet ; and in it are discerned poles
equally different and opposite. The action and the
virtues of Animal Magnetism may be communicated
from one body to other bodies, animate and ~.*Jimate.
This action takes place at a remote distance, without
the aid of any intermediate body; it is increased and
reflected by mirrors; communicated, propagated, and
augmented by sound; its virtues may be accumulated,
concentrated, transported. Although this fluid is universal, all animal bodies are not equally susceptible of
it; there are even some, though a very small number,
which have properties so opposite that their very presence destroys all the effects of this fluid on other
bodies."
Animal Magnetism is capable of healing diseases of
the nerves, and other obstinate diseases are also
cured by its soothing influence. It perfects the action of medicines; it excites and directs salutary crises in such a manner that the physician may render
himself master of them; by its means he knows tho
state of health of each individual, and judges with ccr-
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tainty of the origin, the nature and the progress of the
most complicated diseases; he prevents their increase,
and succeeds in healing them, without at any time exposing his patient to dangerous effects or tronulP.some
consequences, whatever be the age, the temperament,
or the sex. In Animal Magnetism, nature presents a
universal method of healing and preserving nature.
The enemies of Mesmer say he was not a really philosophic inquirer. According to their statement, he
invested his practice with a dramatic and unreal character; he assumed a mysterious demeanor, clothed
his experiments with a magical obscurity, assumed a
masquerading costume, and was as much of the charlatan as of the sciemific discoverer. All this, however,
is as.strongly denied by his partizans and followers.
His proceedings, however, attracted the attention of
the wits of Paris. His medical brethren were in an
uproar; the public journals attacked him; the philosophers were disgusted 1 and fe\V besides the sick were
on his side. Y ct Mesmer grew bolder and bolder : he
asserted that " there is but one health, one disease, and
one remedy;" and this remedy, he said, was alone to
be obtained through the Magnetic subtle .fluid.
Government at length took up the subject. The
amiable and unfortunate Louis XVI. issued a mandate in 1789, requiring a commission to investigate-the
matter. The commissioners appointed were some of
them members of the Academy of Sciences, some of
the med1cal faculty, and others of the Society of Physicians, and contained in their number a few remarkable names. Among them were Lavoisier, who might
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almost be called the father of modern chemistry; Bailly, whose-subsequent fate in the French Revolution
was so memorable and melancholy; Guillotin, who in
the same Revolution obtained such an unfortunate distinction from his recommendation of that slaughterous
engine :which was afterwards called after his nam~;
Jussien, the illustrious botanist; and, lastly, the great
statesman-philosopher of the other hemisphere, to
whom has been so happily applied the line of the poet,
"Brlplllt CCII!O fulmen, ooeptrumque

lyrannls-"

Of course, to tnen like these, to say nothing of the
other able narrtes that were included in the commission, the profotmdest deference is due." Though authority cannot overthrow facts, yet still authority is to
be heard with grave attention in a report upon those
fa~ts ;-and•here the question is, how far those commissioners have decided, or intended to decide, against
the facts of Mesmerism,-and how far their opinion
goes in subverting the reality of the cures effected by
its power. The answer is, that they decided nothing
on the subject; the facts they have left untouched;
the cures in a great measure undenied; their main
drift and aim ~as against the theory.
It has been said, in opposition to one of the statements of the "Christian Observer," in regard to the
"candid" manner in which they investigated the subject, that the commissioners behaved wlfairly,-that
their examination was incomplete aud superfic1al, and
that they took but small trouble to observe. All this
I cannot bring myself to believe; their names are a
guarantee against any such imputations. Men like.
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Bailly and his colleagues must have intended all that
was fair and candid. But that their examination was
"full or satisfactory/' I deny. That they entered upon the subject with strongly-formed prejudices is well
known. Their experiments were not continuous
enpugh,-were not followed up closely by the same
partiel'l, and were not conducted in compliance with
the rules required for their auccess; and with Lavoisier, the great chemical philosopher at their head, their
object was to ~teet the presence of Mesmer's subtle
tluid, and failing in that, considered the reallabo•·s of
tha commission at an end.
·
The idea of "utility" was not lost upon these, and
one might have thought that such a view of the question would have interested Franklin and secured a
careful investigation. But Franklin was not iii good
health at .the time, and from the language of the report
would appear almost. certain that he was not present
at Paris during any of the experiments. The experiments, moreover, were not conducted in the presence,
or under the superintendence of Mesmer himself, but of
one of his pupils, (D'Eslon,) who afterwards protested
against their reports (for there were more than one) as
in~orrect and unsatisfactory.
Here, then, is a significant fact in the history of this
science which ought to arrest the harsh conclusions
of the faculty, and the scoffs and sneers of the world.
But though Mesmerism does not shake, in the most
distant degree, the belief of the intelligent Christian in
the reality of Scripture miracles, it furnishes the Philosopher with a useful olue towards the understanding
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of much that has hitherto been mysterious. In the
history of man, many facts have been recorded, of
which a clear explanation has yet been wanting. In
all ages of the world, we have had a succession of
marvels, at which the ignorant have been alarmed, the
wise have been staggered, and the superstitious excited.
False prophets, pretended miracles, wonder-worldng
saints have, from time to time, arisen, disturbing and
deceiving the very elect. Though heathenism and
idolatry have had their prodigies in abundance, to the
authority of which their votaries have appealed in
confirmation of their creed, the Church of Christ has
been more especially rife with pretensions of the same
order. The charge of trick and delusion on these occasions has been advanced in every generation; sometimes correctly,..:.....not unfrequently, however, with inconsiderate haste. The unbeliever has detected much
that was false; the scientific have traced mneh to the
effect of imagination; and so the inconsequential conclusion has been adoptf~d through convenieuce, that
imposture was at the foundation of all the rest. And
yet to those who had impartially exam~ned the various
recorded statements, this summary decision was not
always satisfactory. A miracle, or miraculous train of
incidents, is, for example, announced. After a time an
inquiry is purs.ued. The skeptic and the unprejudiced
take the question up. A mass of falsehood and folly
is discovered; and yet, after a large deduction on that
head, there often ''remained a residuum of something
strange and perplexiNg" to the most philosophic. Of
course, all this was, in the end, placed to the accouut
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of" imagination," and so the question was disposed of
for a season; but the real analysis of the difficulty was incomplete and partial.
One point, however, is deserving of notice. Whatever accumulation of falsehood has been superac.Hed
in the progress, the original fact, from which the pretended mirade has taken its rise, has in general been
a genuine and undoubted occurrence, for which a natural or secondary cause may be discovered. Most
corrupt as is human nature, this stakment may be
adopted with but occasiOnal excP 11tions. Nor is it
difficult to follow out a transaction of the kind, till it
altogether assumes the color of complete imposture.
A singular fact occurs in a secluded spot, and amongst
an ignorant population. It is soon spoken of as supernatural. The first to visit and inquirt- into the details is the spiritual pastor of the flock. He hears
much that is incomprehensible to him. But little removed in intelligence above his own superstitious congregation, he adopts their. theory, and sees with their
eyes. The fact bt'comes a miracle with him. God
has visited his people; and as the especial minister of
God he takes the management of the case under his
peculiar care Nothing has thus far occurred but
what is fair and natural. Soon, however, a temptation assails him; for the admiration of the pop11lace
begins to fiag ; the wonder is ceasing to be wonderful.
The good man fears that the salutary check upon sin
and immorality, which the stu.ldeuness of the marvel
had effected in his neighborhood, is losing its charm.
A little excitement is necessary; a small additional
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wonder, ther~fore, is ingeniously brought ont. The
success is complete ; the credit of the miracle resumes
its hold; the po\ver of religion takes deeper root; and
thus the supposed goodness of the object, and the real
benefits of the-deception, warp hts judgment and lead
him on. The same round, however, must again be
shortly run. And thus, step hy step, the pious fraud
grows beneath his hand; unintentional deceptions are
added in virtue's spite; the man himself has become
rather what " he cannot change, than what he
chooses;" and at last the original wonder has swelled
into a monstrous amount of wickedness and impos~
ture; and religion and the cause of truth are perilled
by the detection.
Now, for many of these marvellous orcurrences,
Mesmerism can aff0rd a natural explanation. From
my own experience, I can state that very many facts,
which have been accepted as miraculous, and secured
the wonder of a superstitious multitude, have been but
the transcript of the same class of incidents which
have occurred under my own observation. Natural
Somnambulism, and Mesmerism artificially induced,
(for they are bo.th but different phases of the same
condition,) will explain many of the points "supernat·
ural" which were previously inexplicable to the inquirer. Nor is it necessary on all occasions, to assnme
that any additional prodigies have been appended to
the first wonder. Oftentimes, the whole transaction
has seemed, on Mesmeric principles, nothing l>ut a
probable and natural chain of facts; good faith and
bunesty of purpose have prevailed throughont,'-the
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original marvel remained as it began, and a charge of
imposition would be unphilosophical.
It is a fact, that very many individuals among the
younger portion of the Clergy, are conscious of the
medicinai value CJf the science, and are introducing its
practice as one of their means of parochial usefulness.
Nay, the two extremes of the great social pyramid are
both exerting .their energies in the same direction.
Mechanics' Institutes are taking it up; and many operatives in manufactitring towns on both sides of the
Atlantic, have experienced a sense of its domestic benefit. But in Europe, it is among the traute noblesse
itself, that its warmest supporters may be found.
Some of the leading members of the aristocracy are
practising the art for the benefit of their poorer brethren; and very many of the higher order of society in
this country, are giving the subject a patient and anxious investigation. It is indeed, one of the most favorable signs of the times, in spite of the fearful storms
that seem to cloud the social horizon, this growing
disposition on the part of all ranks of the community
to devote themselves most extensively to the useful
and instructive. There is, perhaps, at this moment,
no single department of science or general literature,
which cannot boast amongst its followers some of the
most accomplished members from out of the highest
circle in this country as well as of the British aristocracy. And Mesmerism is no exception to the progressive character of their studies. In short, as :M:r.
Cheuevix said a few years back, ME~MERISM IS ESTABLISHED. Nothing but a general convulsion of society,
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a loss of the art of printing, and a return to the barbarous condition of those of old, can, humanly speaking,
roll back the current of knowledge on the subject which
is growing and expanding every year. Soon, very
soon, will it be an acknowledged and united branch of
medical practice. And when that day shall at length
arrive, when the mists of prejudice and bigotry shall
be dispersed before the glowing splendors of the Sun
of truth, and men shall look back with wonder at that
hardened incredulity which checked its onward progress-let it never be forgotten who it was that in Europe first placed the question on its legitimate footingwho it was that first took the practice out of the hands
of the charlatan, and added its multiplied and profound·
resources to the former stores of the healing art-who
it was, that risking the loss of friends, the loss of income, the loss of elevated standing in his own profession, stepped out manfully and truthfully from the
timid crowd, and asserted the claims of this great discovery to a place within the circle of the medical
sciences: and when the question is asked who it was
that so boldly returned on this untrodden ground, a
grateful posterity will respond with the name of JoHN
ELLIOTSON. And in this country the names of PETER .
HEWIN and M. PoYEN will be emblazoned as its first
• advocates. The former, an humble artist, published
letters on the subject, and the latter, a French physisician, practiced the science of Mesmerism. But it
will also be added that they lived to see their calumniated art acknowledged and pursued; that they lived
to see the stream of professional honor tlowiPg back to
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them with the full tide of popular support; that they
lived to see every statement which they had advanced,
eve·y treatment which they had adopted, established
aud confirmed.
REV. MR. REECHER ON MAGNETISM.

"In October, 1842, on my way to the synod of Genessee, I spent the night at the house of Mr. Hall, at
Byron. In the evening I called on Rev. Mr. Childs.
On entering the room I found his son, an intelligent boy
aged ten years, then in a cataleptic fit, sittmg in his
father's arms, and his feet in warm water.
"In a few moments he recovered. He frequently
had from three to six fits a day-had received the best
medical attendance in the region; was no better--daily
worse. He had lost entirely the power of speech, for
several days. Great fears were felt that he would
never recover. There was a sore place on the back
corner of his head and on the spine, occasioned by a
fall some months previous. When the fits passed off
he became hungry, and not at all drowsy; and during
the fnterval appeared preternaturally bright, and engaged in sports with companions as usual.
"After I had conversed a few minutes, I said, 'I
would have him Magnetised;' to which his father replied, 'I don't believe in· it at all,' ttnd the mother add- .
ed, 'If you will put" me to sleep, I'll believe, and not
without.' I replied, 'I would try it: it may do good,
and can do no harm.' During this conversation, I made
a few passes in front of the child, chiefiy with one hand,
and without any particular concentration of the mind
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or will, and mostly with my face toward the mother.
In less than a minute the father said, ' He is in another
fit! No, he isn't, I .declare: I believe he is asleep.'1\fuch surprised, (for I had never Magnetized one,) I
said, 'It surely cannot be what I have done; but if so
I can awaken him.' Then with a few reversed passes,
he awoke. 'Well, this is strange,' said I; but I can
·put him asleep agam, if it is real.' I then seriously
repeated the passes with both hands, for one or two
, minutes, and placed him in a perfect Mesmeric sleep.
I then fixed my eyes on a lady on the opposite side of
the room, the boy not yet having spoken for three days, ·
and said, 'Henry, what do you see 1' In a full, decided
·. voice, he replied, 'Azubah.' I then looked his mother
in the face, saying, 'What do you see 1' He gave a
name unknown to me : I looked to his father, who replied, ' It is her maid~n name.' I then took vinegar
into my mouth and said, 'What do you taste 1' Vinegar,' speaking with great tartness, and at the same
time making many contortions of the face. The
' mother now whispered to one of the children, who left
her seat, and I said, ' Henry, what is she going for 1'
, ' Sugar, and I love it,' he answered. She went to the
closet, and brought the sugar. I put some into my
mQuth, which seemed to give him the same pleasure as
if I had put it in his own. I then said, 'What kind
of sugar is it 1' '1\fuscovado.' 'What is its color 1'
' Well, sir, a kind of light brown.' A small glass jar,
, with a large cork, was now placed in my hand, when
immediately I observed the olfactory nerves affected,
and the muscles about the nose contracted at the same
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moment. I said to the girl, 'What is it 1' to which
the boy answered, 'Hartshorn.' 'How do you know?'
'I smell it.' I myself neither knew nor smelt. I then
took out the cork and applied to my own nose, when
he instantly placed his fingers on that part of the nose·
next the forehead, and s~id 'I feel it here,'-just where
I myself experienced the burning sensation.
" During all these experiments he sat on his father's
knee, with his head down on his breast, and reclining
against his father.
"I now asked him, 1 What is the matter with vou 1'
'My brain is sore.' 'Where?' 'At the bottom of it.'
'Where it joins the spinal marrow,' (med11lla oblongata? 1) 'Yes.' 'What occasioned it 1' 'I fell from
the great beam in the barn.' His mother here asked
him, 'Why did you not tell us before?' 'I feared
you would not let me play there. 1 Can Doct. A-cure you 1' 'No.' ' Why not 1' 'He don't know any
thing about it,' (very decidedly.) - 'Can Dr. C--1'
'No.' 'Why?' 'Hedon'tunderstandit.' 'Willthe
medicine you now use do you good 1' 'No.' Of what
is it composed 1' ' There is turpentine in it.' ' Does the
Doctor give it to you for tape worm 1' 'Yes.' 'Have
· you anyJ' 'No.' 'Would you like to walk?' 'Yes.'
'Well, walk.' He arose promptly, stepped between
the chairs and said, ' Well, sir, where shall I go 1'
'From the wall to the door, and back.' This he did,
avoiding every obstruction; and, at my direction, re.
turned and sat again with his father. I now, without
notice to any one, placed my finger on the organ of
· .Benevolence, thinking 11-t the moment .it performed the
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ollice of Ven_eration and said, ' Would fOt1 like to
pray 1' With ~me Jighlnell$1 he aaid 'No.'.. Some
questions were ~ed by his mott.er aad myself aboutthe Bible, etc.; but no Veneration appeared. l · tben
recoHected the true office of the organ.and $8id 7 '.ijave
you any thQ.lg ill y~r pocke~ 1' He toOk out a knife.
'Give. it t() me tOr my li-ttle boy.'-..which he di<\
promptly. I re~vecl my banct 'Have yeu any
thing else 1' ' I hav:e a pencil' -' WiU. you. gt.e ma
th.at for my other boY1,. 'It hu. no· bead.'· 'Never
mind; give it-won't yon 1' 'l .ahouldo'' like to!
'W_eU, but you wil11' 'I couldn't come itl' (vitA
peculiar emp/uu{s.) ..A.z1,1bah Aid, ' Ask him wbere
the hettd of tbe pencil ia.' 'Where • it, Henry r
'Welt, sir, in the parlor.' •Where'Y.- 'On the window.' Azubah uid7 'Wby, I picked it up and pat
it there ,tQ.,.day !' (He ar"inlr dMI rrot · ~MMD tAil.)
I then sail}, ' HeDry can yoq get it 1' . He arose, and
went into the ~rlor in the dark, ao.d took fbe hea4 of
the pencil ease ftom tho windtlw, Wthe-grea.& nrprille
of
_all. 1Pdeed1 WQ ·were -~.11 ~ ut~ -tha& it
seemed a <h'eani. D1uing tbeie ·~ - .sub~ preceedings he spoke with a prOOlptaels, wd.... -a
propJ.iety in advance 4lf his yeare, and lleyend -h imself
in his natural -sta:te.;. and ~ perfec~ly trrident was it
that h• was in ~ as>mnambulic lla&e, tllat ae Ueptic,
I verily believe, CQ.~ have doubted.
"At my reques~ pe retuf¥d-- ~ bia-aat.· I tORched
Benevolen~e, and, in.qtly he haaded me- .the peoeitcase. ' fqr PlY ~ 'r ~Yes, .,.' . 1 ta.t :tlileatly,'
alld with~ut any willinr, and with a feeliqa ol curl.
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osity to see and test the matter, toucfle(l.Reverence.
His countenance at once assumed a .softened and solemn aspect. 'Henry, would you lilt&to pray '1' 'Yes
•ir.' 'You may.' .fie then commenced praying inaudibly. '-Yon may pray aloud.' He then prayed in a
low, audible voice. On touching tune, he sang a tune,
.though not in the habit of singing. On touching Combativeness and Destructiveness, he raised his clenched
lilt to strike me. He was ignorant of Phrenology, aod
also of my intention to touch . any particular organ ;
DOr did I in any case, will the activity of the organ.
I now took out my watch, and holding the dial to·
.wards myself, and above the line of his vision, bi('eyes
being closed, and his head bowed forward, arid my
band alSo being-between him and the watch, I asked
hint, 'Henry; wbat.time 1s i.f1' 'Eight o'clock, sir,'
--which was exactly the time by- the watch, though
by the cloak in the room it was fifteen milmtes faster.
~Henry, how long ought yoo to sleep?' ' Wetr.sir, I
must sleep two hours and five minutes.' 'Will you
then awake 1' 'Yes sir.' J Very well.' This i did
for the purpose of testing. his knowledge of time, as
ltated 'by To'Wnshend, an English cJergyman, whose
imrk on this subject I had read~
44 1 then said, 'Will yott go with me to Mr. Hall's r
'Yet.' 'Well, now we are there-now we are in the
parlor:· who is here?' 'Mr;· and Mrs. Hall, Mr. and
Mrs. Bardwell.' -'Who else?' He did not give their
italilel, but iatimated that they were strangers. He
Mloli-.ect~•l'OGt!l and position of things, all of which I
to..GwnwtoagoiDJ to· ~-house shortly after. Thete
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penoos w.ere 110t in the habit of being there in the even·
ing, but company having come in, they were aU together !lt that QIOOlent. As this was in his own town,
I did not deem it proof, 11nd so ~id, 'Wi.ll you go ·to
Batavia 1' 'Yes.' ' Well, now we are there-new we
are at my house-aow we will go into my room: what
do you see 1' ' l see a large · table covered with black
cloth, and with books and papers seattered over it! ·
'How large is it 1' 'It i~ about fiv.e feet long.' •How
many book...cases 1' ' Three, sir.' ' What sort of a
atove 1' He could not, or did not describe this, for it
-,vas so qneer a thiog as not to be easily described. Nor
did I press him, for all his atWWers had been perfectly
eorrect, and I was sufticiently astonished, for he had
never seen my study; and no other minister, I am sore,
has such a table, ( tive £.at by three and a half,) or has
left it in such conft~sion as mine was at that moment.
"I may here say that, during the whole period of
his sleep, he could hear the questions of others put to
him, and would answer them, if I we1e wil!ing ; but
if I willed otherwise, or forbade him to speak, as I
ofteu. did, he then would answer no one but myself,
not even father or mother ; nor could he hear . their
conversation with me, nor with each other.
" t now left him for an hour, _and went back to Mr.
Hall's, giving him leave to converse only with his
father. On my return, I found him in the same state.
H~ utterly refused to speak to any one but his father,
and told him that he should not have another .fit till
the following Sabbath, (this was Monday evenins,)
which proved true ; but when that day came he had
~enral.
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"At nine o'clock and three minutes, holding my
watch as before, and standing eight or nine feet from
him, I asked the time. He gave 'nine o'clock and
five minutes.' ' Look sharp,' said I. 'Oh ! three
minutes,' said he. We were now curious to see if he
would awake himself at the two hours dUd five minutes, and as he did not awake when the clock in the
room reached that time, I said, 'Henry, did you mean
by my watch or by the clock 'J 'By your watch, sir.'
'Very well.' · At the exact moment he opened his
eyes and looked around, and this without any act or
willing of mine ; and what was very affecting and convincing; he could no longer speak at all, and was unconscious of aJI that he had said or done.
·" I have said that he had no return · of fits till the
following Sabbath. One day after that Sabbath, he
came in to his mofht.>r, much agitated, and apparently
goint into a fit; -and making the pas_ses, he soJi~ited
his mother to do it,-who, merely to pacify him, passed her fingers over him ; and soon he fell into the
Mesmeric sleep, and escaped the fit. After this, he
was so highly charged by his sister, that when she
was jn the next room, in the closet, he would instantly
taste anything she tasted, eat what she ate, etc.
"In ten days I returned, and 1\fagltetised him agam,
and went through several of the above experiments. He
always, while in the Mesmeric state, declared that it
benefited him, relieved a!J pain, and would cure him.
"After I left, at my suggestion, he was daily Magnetized ; his fits left him, his voice returned, the sore
· spots on his bead and back were removed, and he re-
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covered rapidly, till the family could rio longer Mesmerise him. A m~n in the village was found, who
' cotHd and daily did, till he appeared entirely well.
On omi~ting it, he had a fit or two, and it was resumed; and when I last saw the father, he informed
me t.hat they considered the child cured.
"I may add, I have since cured toothache, greatly
·relieved tic doloreux, and removed other pain,s and
s\vellings, .as well as headache. I am not, however,
a full believer in all which is affirmed of clairvoyantswhat I see and know, I believe. In res}>eet to many
well-authenticated facts, I neither affirm nor deny.
That there are many cases ofgross deception and imposition, I fully . believe. On such a subject, it can
hardly be otherwise. This, however, is a reason why
men of character and intelligence should investigate it,
rather than otherwise. 'But it is deception.' Well,
then, let us expose it by a fair trial. 'But it is the
work .of the devil !' How do you know 1 What is
the evidence 1 What harm has it done 1 ' Oh, bad
men have _used it for bad ends!' And what is there
in the world that h11s n.ot been so used 1 If it is the
work of the devil, then we are not to be ignorant
of his. devices, an.d should make the examination for ·
one's self; for ignorant and bad men wjll not expose
his devices. From experiment and observation, I have
no doubt that, as a remedial agent, Mesmerism is yet
to accomplish much good; and no harm can result
'from it, except, like all other blessings, it be abused.
"WILLIAM H. BEECJIER.
" B08ton, June 28, 1843."
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THE CHOLERA-ITS CAUSES AND CURE.
As all are more or Jess alive to the terrors of this
fearfnl disease, \vhich is now spreading over our land
with rapid strides, and threatening to devastate every
peaceful vale with its blighting footsteps, some advice
relative to its causes and mode of treatment, may be
of use to our readers.'
The following remarks have been extracted from the
Univererelum, having _been written for that work by
A. J. Davis, the celebrated clairvoyant. Prof. R. does
not wish to have it understood that he places the most
implicit confidence in the revelations. of clairvoyants,
upon any subject, because they are so apt to be led
a·stray by sympathy. But that there is independent
· clairvoyance 'he is of the firm belief, having arrived at
such a conclusion by experimenting for the last eight
or ten years, which experiments have been witnessed
by thousands. Nevertheless, he would say to all that
they cannot be too careful ; they may be deceived.
The extracts have not been copied because coming
from a clairvoyant, but because they contain many
useful hints concerning the nature of this fearfnl epidemic. We only regret that we have not room to copy
the whole article entire~
After describing his sensations while in the Mesmeric
state, his manner of ascertaining these facts, his medium of vision, &e., he gives the causes, symptoms, cure,
&c., as follows :
" ITs CAusEs. In the chapter on Consumption I
have said, 'To understand the cause and nature of
dtsease, some universal and un~uivoeal standard must
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be ascertained, whereby to measure ~d repreeeot that
just condition of body and. mind termed. health. It
will be universally conceded, I think, that the true
8ta1Ulard and representative of health is HARMONY; that ·
all else is disease and discord.
There are
three general causes of disease. 1. Hereditary or·constitt.t tional predisposition. 2. Accidents of life, or re~ted changes in the organic or mental temperature.
3. Voluntary or unex pee ted exposure to disturbing social circumstances, and atmospherical vicissitudes.'
My object in . re-stating the foundation-causes of aU
human constitutional disturbances, is to impressively
de.fine, in the mind of the reader, what constitutes
the parent cause of the disease in question. The
cause of the epidelUiC cholera. is bosomed ia the coo.stituents of the atmosphere. I will state the reasons.
" 1. The less than ordinary quantity of rain. 2.
The frequent changes in the temperature of the atmosphere. 3. The peculiar .eoldness of the su~s, and
the unfrequency of lightning and thunder storms. 4.
The tendency to influenza and colds. 5. The resolution of colds and bilious disturbances into dysentery• .
6. The appearance of the cholera in RuSiia, and its
gradual advancement westward.
"I come now to a particular consideration of the
more imm~diate causes of the disease. · Frrun what
ha.s been said, it will be seen that a gross form of the
electrical fluid, locally generated, and concentrateQ. in
particular places, is the general cause of cluJkra in the
atmosphere, in the potato, and in . the bqman .8y,stem.
But confining
. our .attention to the latter entirely, it be--
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comes necessary to say that the oxygen, and nitrogen y
whicll e<mstitute the inhaling medium, contain electricity in disproportionate quantities. Oxygen contains more than any other gas; and this is drawn into
the system through the lungs, and consequently a large
quantity of the unhealthy element also. The immediate and last cause of the fatality in cholera, is a com- plete paralysis of the pneumogastric nerves-a clastt o£
muscular nerves which influence and actuate the functional operations of the lungs and stomach.
''ITs SYMPTOMs. The symptoms of Cholera~ (which
signifies .fltwJ of' bile,) are very numerous nod diverse. They are diverse, because the disease is simple, compound, and different in different individuals.
And there are various forms of the disorder, viz:
"SPOMTA!fEOUS CaoLERA. This is a simple form of
billions colic, produced by no visible cause except indigestion and slight cold, ·in consequence of a change
in the temperature of the body. It is attended with
violent griping, copious vomiting, and cathartic discharges of billions matter; this is followed by spasmodic actions in the muscles of ~he stomach, abdomen,
and lower extremities; and soon ultimates in a general
prostration, or death, or convalescence.
"CaoLERA INFANTUM. This is attended with severe
flatulency, billions griping, and watery diarrhrea.
Great heat, and thirst, and rapid and painful vomiting
succeeds; the pnlse is irregular and bounding. It terminates in drowsiness, convulsions, prostration, death
-or health, in a period not exceeding one month.
"SPUXOMC CBouu. This is ushered in with in·
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teoae heat, internal eenvulsions, eramps in the lower
extremities, which rapidly succeed each other, and ad·
vance with regular steps into the side, fingers, arms,
ahoYlders, &c.,-aud terminates in chilUness, coma,
death-or health, in the brief period of six days.
"AsiATIC CHOLERA. Called also, by different medical writers, Malignant Cholera, Pest-ilential Cholera,
Bltle Cholera, and Epidemic Cholera. This is the
fully developed disease. It is sudden in its attack, and
is attended with general depression. The patient appears unspeakably distressed. The countenance puts
on a leaden, death-like appearance,-a crimsoned circle is visible around the eyes, which are sunken and
inexpressive. The pulse is high, then feeble, then intermittent, duttering, wirey, and then is lost to the
examining finger. The skin is cold; giving the sensations of the coldness and moisture characteristic of
the state of death. In the milder forms, vomiting and
diarrhcEa begin earlier than in attacks of the cholera
in this fonn. These, ho\vever, come on in a few
hours, and generally result in overpowering the or~
ganic functions in a few hours more, which, inducing
a quiet state, carries the patient beyond the sphere of
diseruw..
" THE CuRE. Unfortunately, medic=al science could
do bat little to prevent the spread of this disease. The
treatment generally instituted was unsuccessful every
where, and in almost all eases,-indeed, it was better
calculated to produce than to cure the disease against
which it was employed. Bleeding, blistering, leeching, calomelizing, and debilitating the system by vari<i•

oua allopathic remeditlll and proceedings, did but little
besides frightening the patient, and hastening the peri-·
od of dissolution. It would seem, however, that the
simplicity of the disease was suffiCient to nggest aim.plicity of treatment, and s~reh I am now delighted in
being able to prescribe. From what bas been said, it
must appear evident to the reader that the complaint
is not a mysterious or compotmd one, and that a l!limple treatment-one ·calculated to restore to the system
its just equilibrium of atomic motion and temperature,
is needed to cure the patient, and extirpate the general
pestilence.
"As for the individual suffering with an attack of
cholera, I am impressed to prescribe. the following,
which I now admonish every individual to immediately procure: Get two gallons of the best eider brandy;
put it into a stone vessel ; add to the brandy half an
ounce each of carbonate of iron, gum of camphor, ~m
of kino, and. African capsicum. Shake it once or
twice during ten days, and place it where it can be
easily obtained. Now take a walk into the fields, and
find eight smooth, equal sized stones, not exceeding, in
size, a six pound cannon ball. · Now, if you have no
wash tub sufficiently spacious for a man of your size
to sit on a chair in; then I advise you to procure one
immediately. Have the jug of brandy, the eight .tonu,
and the tub, at all times on .hand and available, a:nd
you can not only defy the severest form of Asiatie
cholera, but you can dispense with the services of the
physician. When the patient is attaeked with any bf
the detailed sympto8ls, place him dilee&ly in the tab,
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divettell of cloUting, and put aboot hi,Qa, secured. around
the bettem of the vesael, two or three heavy blanket$t
(leaving an aperture to put the hand ia,) then, havin1
the stones made.hot by placing them in .the fire, put
in the tub, under the chair on which the patien~
is sittiag, aad pour on brandy from a pitcher or spmo
convenient vessel. Let the liquid fall with sufficient
J¥ieration on the sto~es, to enable the "fumigations to.
pervade the patient's body. Change the stones as
they become coolt or incapableofconverting the liquid
into steam. This direction being constantly followed,.
the patient's S\tifering will soon ceue. The griping.
and coovulsions, and indeed all the symptom.st will
disappeu in part or altoKether. As aoon as a perspi·
ration is visible, give the patient a gill of white bnwdy,
and place hi~ in bed. Thereafter the most -ordina.ry
Dursing will restore the sufferer to a state of ph ysica.l
health and harmony. I would again urge the necessity
of procuring the above articles, and of keeping the sytJ.
tem in a s~te of cleanlineas, and the mind in a atato·
of freedom and happiness.
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ADVICE TO CALIFORNIA EMIGitANTS.
To the thousands who ar~ about to start for this new
found Eldorado, who are leaving all that they hold
dear, Fathers, Mothers, Sisters, Brothers, Wives and
Children, all who have associated and sympathised
with them, who have loved them and watched with
tender solicitude over them, a little advice may be Clf
great importance, as it may awaken them to a just
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sense of the realit1es of what they are about to encounter. And while the brov is feyered with excitement
and nearly ail else is forgotten, let me caution them to
beware; this continual pressure on the brain is dangerous. It is said that two nien in Philadelphia have
been put into _the ·Insane Asylum, having lost their
'Wits by the California excitement. How many more
may do so before they start, how many after they ~t
within sight of the long looked-for shore, and even
when they are about to clutch with eager hand this
dust for which they are toiling away the most precious
part of their lives! Even while starting, ere the vessel
with her freight of souls is barely npon the wide expanse of waters, some one of. the number may sicken .
and die, and be buried in the bosom of tM broad, deep
ocean. This is not all; few, very few, indeed, understand the nature of the climate of the land to which
· they are so thoughtlessly hastening. ·Many a frame
which has quaffed strength and inspiration from the
blasts of the northwest, or which the tempests of the
northeast have rendered harder and tougher than steel,
is sapped and relaxed by the warm airs of the south,
which oppress its energies with a fatal softness, and
beguile a force which nothing could have vanquished.
Many adventurous spirits, who have habitually been
subject to all the multiform varieties of privation,
hardship, · toil and suffering, and who have habitually
triumphed against all the rudeness and severities of
fortune; sons of a race whom stinging cold, and pinching want, and biting cares, have only served to develope, who5e onward, ascendant, absorbing temper, mis-
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fortunes have only servM to bring forward in keener
militancy; and to whose Jofty and resolute will the
empire of the world is given, with their corded sinews
and their knotted muscles, instead of having adversities to brace against, may find their strong resolutions
dissolved in a success whir..h comes without an effort,
and in a plenitude of enjoyment which renders ent~r
prise and 9:mbition · the idle names of impracticable
virtues. · A mind at all disposed to prognosticate evil
might easily be pardoned for conjuring up some vivid
apprehensions as to the effect of these new temptations,
this freshly discovered mine of fiercer intoxication upon
spirits unused to such indulgences.
Dr. CHEEVER, in a sermon on California, reported for
·the Tribune, places this subject in an excellent light,
and a reflecting mind may learn much from the following extracts :
''They that will be rich, supremely determined upon
that, are always in haste to be rich; and God's law in
this world, and we are inclil)ed to think in all worlds,
is just this-nothing truly good in haste. It is a mar-velous offshoot in God's great plan for redeeming our
world, that things are so constituted, in spite of all the
art and power of Satan, that ordinary men cannot get
rich in·a moment. If Satan eoult:lmake sudden riches
the rule of his administration as god of thi~ worldif our great God and Saviour permitted that-very few
souls would ever be converted and saved. ·There is
an ingredient in sudden riches of a searching, poisonous, subtle power, that very few constitutions are proof
against.
·
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"There has just .been opened is this CC)Uiltl'y1 in the
Gold mina qf California, ~ne of the most wonderful, ·
accessible, and universal opportunities of sudde11
wealth ever yet commanded on earth. What God'a
deaigu may b6 in this it were presumption in us to
predict; but we may hope they are ~esigns not of trial
or of judgment merely, but of mercy. But there. never
yet has been a nation not irreparably injured by .a sudden opening of the ~JC>urees of great wealth in this manner. It remains to be seen what e1feet will be produced upon us. · We. are in many respects diiferently
placed in regard to such a conjunction, from any previous people under Heaven.
" Let us, then, in the first place, look some of the
dangers of this matter in the face. There is the effect
of sudden wealth upon the character. Generally, m.en
become rich by hard labor, it may not be manual labor, though it may have been begun and founded in
that. More ordinarily it is the work of all the faculties,
both of mind and body. It is the energy and s.olidity,
in some estimable qualities, in wrought intO ha:bit. It '
ia attention to the tide of affairs, enterprise, good,
judgment, method, accuracy, careful reckoning, devotion to business, not to pleasure, knowledge of men,
wise selection of ma.rkets, a quick sight of reality and
discernment of falsehogd, the seizure of what is practicable, amid a mass of prQpositions or possibilitieS:.
It is the wise adjustmen~ of plans, and -energy in the
purauit of them. It is the knowing when to stop, as
well aa when and where to set out.
"On the other hand, riches .that are gotten not by
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the exercise of the superior faculties, not by patience,
energy, enterprise and industry, but by gambling, by
hazardous and lucky speculations, by sudden windfalls, or by hasty adventures not unmingled with
fraud, are very different in their effect upon character.
They. tend to uproot all principles; they throw a man
afloat instoad of fastening him. They overset, or intoxicate the mind, not satisfy it. They rather kindle
the passions instead of disciplining or restraining them.
Few men can bear a sudden accession of property of
any kind: Place a man in such a. position, in which
by a few years honest and dingent application of his
faculties, he will be sure of a fortune, and you are in
fact, running him in mould of character which may be favorable to goodness, which certainly does not exclude it. Place a man at the mouth of a gold mine,
with a shovel and pickaxe, and we do not think you
see any immediate discipline of goodness or prospect of
virtue there. His frame will tremble with the excite·ment of pure avarice; he is very much in danger, of
either becoming a miser or a spendthrift-of going to
one extreme or the other. There is no hunger so in•
tense, so biting, as after gold in the form of gold."
The lines of Hooo, though not written on California
gold, are very appropriate, and contain a truthful pic- ture of this thirst which patches and scorcJtes the life
blood of all who join in the pursuit.

a

.

" Gold ! Gold! Gold ! Goid!
Bright and )'.Uow, bartl and oold,
Molten, gr&'nln, hammered and rolled,
·
Bea...,. to get and light to hold,
Bou.~ec~, bMMnd, iloacl" aacl . . .
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Stolen, bonowed, sqaaDdered, doled;
Spurned by the young, but bugged by the old,
'liD 'b• •ery -.e~ge of the eburah yard moald;
Priee of mauy a erime un~ld ;
Gold ! Gold ! Gold ! Gold !
Good.or bad, a tbOUADd fol4,
How widely Ita , _ nry ;
To ean, ~ ruin, ~ eurse, ~ bleoe ;
Now lt&mped wltb the Image ef good Q-. Be.,
And now with Bloody M&ry ."

But let this pass; all have their own opinions upon
this matter. Some, with darkened, short-sighted vision,
see naught but terror and shedding of blood, and that
in after years, a ruined and prostrate nation will curse
the day that revealed to the greedy gaze of man the
glittering ore. Some, perhaps, 'Yith imagination too
vivid, predict that the yellow earth will be upturned
from its secret depths, and heaps upon heaps of the
precious ore stored away, until the whole land shall be
glutted, and agriculture and m!;lnufacture shall be hardly known; that vast structures will be reared devoted
to pleasure; that temples, spires and domes will r!sc
in oriental splendor, until . America, once the gem . of
the world, with her vitality destr~yed by over abundant wealth, will totter:and crumble to dust, a wreck
of former glory, and a monume~t o(the fatal power of
·aoLD.
\
But for myself, however, I look upon it that the
manner in which this people will bear the perilous exposure to sudden afiluence, and treasures which are .
not the reward of mental and moral strife, is destined
to add another and a peculiar lustre to the glories of
our national diguity.
. I do not say that the eJfects once wrought upon the
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hot blood and excitable nerves of a southern people,
wi~l be the same upon the sober and steady constitutions of a colder climate. ~Par from it; the effects of
the cup are riot the same upon all individuals; one is
stu pitied, another is rendered mad, and a third, though
he quaffs the cup to the very dregs, is cairn, stern and
intense. ~t is thus with us. The demon which ruined
old Spain, debauched her principles, and dishonored
her name, we will grapple with, and subd_uc into the
slave of a f(ee, intelli~ent and uprigbt people.
It is incalculable, what an impetus will be given to
the progress of civilization, in this newly acquired territory, by the discov~ry of these gold mines. It might
almost seem to have been a provision of Provi.dence
for the purpose of accomplishing a great beneficial result, in redeeming to human use and benefit a vast
tract of territory that else might have lain waste and
wild for centuries to come. The present year will give
to California a population which, without her mines,
she might have waited for through fifty years. But a
short time since, the idea of a railroad across the continent, was considered the wildest vision of the wildest
mind ; now it is a probable result, and already contracts are being made for the right of way and privilege of using certain routes. I hesitate not to predict
that in a few years wa will be connected by railroad
with the Pacific.
But to the point: as many thousands of us are now
about. to take leave of our homes, while hope is strong
within us, we should bear one thing in mind : we ate
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to be exposed to ev«>ry variety of climate; sudden
changes in the temperature, which are so injnriotts,
and great extre~es of heat and cold. Now: there are
some, doubtless, who understand how to take care of
themselves in such cases, but that there are thousands
who do not, I am fully aware, and to these I now direct my remarks. Not one single individual should
go without preparing Aimself with medicines, not being dependent on others for a supply in case of sickness. First, he should make himself acquainted with
the various diseases to which he will be subject. Second, he should get a choice supply of medicines best
calculated to relieve those diseases; · and those medicines should be of the simplest nature, because he will
not always have the advantage of a physician's advice,
and will not have !\fond mother, or wife, or sister, to
watch over him with ten de~ care; and I fear there are
many who will leave them behind, who will feel, bitterly, the loss of such care. These medicines being
simple, he will understand their nature and effects,
and if he knows his complaint, and knows the remedy,
he will save himself many days of sickness and pain,
and perhaps relieve himself of a disease which might
have terminated fatally. And here I would recommend those who can make it convenient, to take with
thtlm "Dr. BEACH's American Practice," and to kf!ep
it by them, for, containing as it does, many thousands
valuable hints, it will be of inestimable value in cases
of fevers, &c., that are so prevalent during the .rainy
season in California.
Before atarting, I would also advise all to cleanse the
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stomach and bowels thoroughly, as a preparation
against sea sickness, of which all will, more or Jess,
feel the disagreeable effects. Vegetable pills may be
. used, and a sufficient quantity should be carried by
every individual.
In sea sickness, to relieve the nausea, add to a pint
of vinegar, one table spoon full of salt, and one table
spoon fnll of capsicum; mix well together, and when
affected, take a table spoon full or less, once in 2 or 4
hours as the case may require.
While on the voyage, bathe all over every morning
with cold salt water; and this should be followed as a
system, throughout the whole voyage, by which the
body will be invigorated, and you will be better enaable to withstand the difficulties and hardships to be
encountered; and that there are hardships to encounter all ought to be aware. Those working in the
mines will live a life of perpetual toil and exposure;
and the damps which will be continually arising, and
being inhaled, will quickly undermine the strongest
constitution. As a protection against these damps, I
would recommend the use of flannels in all cases;· bot
one single individual should be without a sufficient
number of flannel shirts to change often, so that the
body can be kept clean and warm. And here let me
impress that cleanliness is the first principle in keeping
off disease; especially epidemics, such as the cholera,
&c. What I mean by cleanli~ess, is not only to be free
from dirt, but to keep the pores open, by the constant
use of the bath and flesh brush, or in the absence of
the tlesh brush, a coarse piece of flannel er linen, or rub
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hard with the hand-always rubbing down. As a
bath, add a table spoon full of strong salt to a quart of
cold water; bathe all over; rub the body well before
and after bathing. This should be done on rising in
the morning. I have followed this plan fourteen years,
and found great benefit by so doing. After the labors
of the day, a gentle stimulating drink may be used,
which will aid materially in keeping up a. healthy action throughout the system, viz: one tea spoonful of
composition, or ginger, to a pint of warm water, well
sweetenE\d, more agreeable with milk, taken before going to bed. See that the bowels are kept in good condition, by daily evacuations; indulge in nothing either
in eating or drinking which does not agree with you ;
keep the person straight and erect,. frequently fill the
lungs with air, and thro\V the shoulders back, arl(l
above all, cultivate cheerfulness.
But while l have shown that HEALTH is more valuable than gold, let me advise all io cultivate morality
and religion. It may be asked, what is religion? In
my opinion, " Pure religion is a vital principle-a
fountain of living water springing up in the soul, and
cleansing it from the pollution~ 6f sin. A radiance
shining into the heart, giving it new life, new light,
ne\V principles of action-giving higher aims, brighter
hopes, ~;Lnd sweeter joys. Pure rE\ligion teaches us to
love our enemies, to pray for them, and in all things to
render good for evil. It requires us to acl on principles
of perfect justice. All things whatsoever we would
that men should do to us, it teaches us to do to them.
To do justly, ·Jove mercy, and walk humbly before
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God." It has been said by some that nearly all of this
great tide of emigration which is moving from all quarters towards this land of promise, are from among the
very worst of our population, that they are the scum
of the country. From my own observation I know
that this is not the case. ·I have· met with several
companies within the last two or three months, in Auburn, Rochester, and elsewhere, and I have found
their meml>E'rs, with hardlY. an exception, men of good
moral character, and of intellect. In some companies
lunderstand they have bye-laws to the effect that no
immoral person can be admitted as a member. So it
should be; the strictest care should be taken in this
I
respect.
And now, as we are to leave good characters and
good names behind us, let us form one resolution before
we start : that we will not, no matter what the circumstances, tarnish these good names. We are going
where we shall be free from the restraints of civilized
life; where we shall.have but few calls upon our .generosity and charity; where we shall not have the courte:~ies of domestic life to exercise one towards the other;
to a eountry where there are no laws to hold in check
the fiercer passions of man. Then let us beware ; we
know not how soon we may be led astray, how imperceptibly we may- glide into the vortex of wild and
thoughtless dissipation. This mad Jove of gain if it
once get uppennost, will quickly run to waste the best
heart, and ruin the most well regulated mind. " What
shall a man profit if he gain the whole world and lose
his own soul."
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But there is a remedy for all this; in the outset, we
must 'make up our minds to cherish the ~ner feelings
of our nature, and uot allow this all absorbing passion
to get the upper hand. When we meet together iu the
far off valley oi the Saer~me.r1to, we must join in one
common brotherhood; and let FRIENDSHIP and Lovx to.wards our fellow men be the motives which incite liS
to action. FRIENDSHIP is tl:\e bond of union that links
together the souls of men, and helps to harmonize the
chaos of passions of wh1ch the human heart is suscq>tible. Lon: is the divine essence of our being. As the
sun warms into life and beauty the flower, so does the
wliYward spirit of man receive warmth of will which
animates it into life and action, from the great fountain
of divine love.
•
Then let us ~ind ourselves together with the golden
links of "FRIENDSHIP, LovE AND TBUTH ;" as a great
band of brothers let us have confidence and sympathy
with each other, and all will be harmony.
I have said before that these hardy sons of toil, who
have buffeted against the storms ·of life with unfaltering step, who have manfully breasted the \Vaves upon
fortune's blustering sea, may find all energif>.s relaxed,
and their very li(e blood sapped, by a success that
needs no exenio~ But this is mere supposition. I
feel almost certain that the enterprise and ambition
which instigates every one of Qolumbia's people, w\11
raise them proudly above such dangers; an e11terprise
which is proverbial throughout the world, will ~able
them to build, up civil and religioua i.pstitutiQQff; in this
\Vild, uncultivated land.
·
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But my limits will not allow me to follow this subject longer;_ let me close by urging each one "to do
right in all cases. Some may have had the benefit of
a fond mother's parting advice; let them remeniber
such advice and treasure it up, "and when far removed
from the watchful eye of society, act upbn it, and
profit therefrom. And if with toil worn wmbs and
wearied heart, we feel our spirits droop, let us rouse up
our sleeping energies, and with iron WILL stir up the
slug!ish blood, and send it coursing fr~e and limpid
through our veins. I know nothing better to express·
my ideas than the following lines; they have soul in
them; and though they ptay have been read by many
they should be learned by all, and deeply imbued into
the very spirit: ..
liOVE

ON.~

or lite obould IUiftr ..,._
All thlngtt onward tend ;
MaD ohould not clog progr..ton'o _,.,
But otrlft to move and mend.
The -wro move In depths of ooean,
The streams along the dalee,
The rlnlela, with onward motion,
• Through oweet and Yerdant valeo,
The

~~~An~h

)loft OD I

'l'be oloudl move gent!,. tb.rou&h the RT,
The earth rol.ll enr on ;
'l'lme owiftiT ID h1l couroe.ruoo bT,
ADd ,.~ pau, one b,. one.
Hen, too, lhould otrlve to toUow .th-,
In *bla their oo-ro way,
hrmUtiDc -sht tbe tide to Item,

h t - . da7 bJ daJ,

.,
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liien may be wl.ler, It they B'.ri'feMore· "JirtuoWI, If th.;y will ;
Aud who within this world would thrlft
Must aim at hlgher stU!!
Let blgoto staud by dootrMIII old,
The wise 'llllll pll88 them by ; •
Weak mluds may ellng with subtle hold,
But strong ones Tallantly

•

JIIO'feOD!

Like wateno roliiDg to the oeean,
Down mountains plied on highLike eloud&, fol"ner In Commotion,
That mo"Je aerou the skyWill we for e"Jer onward presa,
ThUll retterleu and flee ;
Aul desmlng virtue happlneu,
Our watehword e'fer belllo'fe oa. t
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